
MINUTES OF THE MEETING 
JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 

50TH LEGISLATIVE SESSION 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

February 9, 1987 

The meeting of the Judiciary Committee was called to order 
by Chairman Earl Lory on February 9, 1987, at 8:00 a.m. in 
Room 312 D of the State Capitol. 

ROLL CALL: All members were present with the exception of 
Rep. Eudaily who was excused and Rep. Hannah who was absent. 

HOUSE BILL NO. 503: Rep. Bradley, District No. 79, stated 
that this bill grants a landowner immunity against claims of 
persons gratuitously touring or viewing cultural and histor
ical sites and monuments on the landowner's property; 
excluding from immunity any claims arising from the landown
er's wilful or wanton misconduct. Rep. Bradley submitted 
the current MCA statute 70-16-302 (Exhibit A) and stated 
that this bill extends the restriction on liability to 
permittees. The purpose of this extension is to allow Mr. 
Jim Dolan, A Montana sculpture artist to construct thir
ty-six outdoor sculptures to be placed throughout the State 
of Montana. These sculptures will. represent Montana's 
heritage and pride. She submitted a booklet titled, Montana 
Spiri t which outlines and names each sculpture and its' 
selected tentative locations. (Exhibit B). 

PROPONENTS: MARCELLA SHERFY, Program Manager for the State 
Preservation Office, within the Montana Historical Society, 
stated that her office is responsible for encouraging the 
preservation of Montana's significant historic and prehis
toric resources. Al though the Historical Society is not 
directly involved in the project which generated a need for 
this legislation, they are strongly in support of it. She 
submitted written testimony. (Exhibit C) . 

JOHN WILSON, Administrator of the Montana Promotion Divi
sion, Department of Commerce, stated that the Governor IS 

Council has endorsed the project that Rep. Bradley has 
outlined and urges support for this legislation. 

There were no further proponents 
nents. There were no questions. 
hearing on HB 503 .. 

testifying and no oppo
Rep. Bradley closed the 

HOUSE BILL NO. 478: 
explained that this 
the weed district. 
acts, a district is 

Rep. Thomas, District No. 62, sponsor, 
bill deals with limiting liability. for 
In cases of gross negligence or wilful 
liable for economic damages within the 
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limits established under 2-9-108. A district is not liable 
for noneconomic damages in excess of $10,000.00. A district 
is immune trom liability for negligent acts other than those 
constituting gross negligence. 

PROPONENTS: BILL HIETT, Montana Weed Control Association, 
stated that HB 478 provides a realistic approach to help 
weed districts obtain liability insurance. This legislation 
should make liability insurance more available to weed 
districts. He submitted written testimony (Exhibit A) . 

REID BISHOFF, Weed Control Supervisor for Galletin County, 
urged support for this bill. 

SCOTT FLUER, stated he was in full support of this bill. 

DOUG JOHNSON, Cascade County Weed District, Road Supervisor, 
offered an amendment to the bill to include mosquito con
trol, rodent control and that the word "management" be 
included in the title (Exhibit B) . 

JO BRUNNER, Montana Water Development Assoc~ation and the 
Montana Grange and Cattle Feeders, pointed out that those of 
us who are responsible for getting water to the lands that 
produce the food for you to eat are greatly concerned with 
our ability to provide the means for such delivery. We 
believe that we ought to be able to be covered with a 
reasonable liability insurance that should be beneficial to 
all concerned. I ask that you make a positive decision 
allowing these people to obtain adequate insurance. We 
would all be better off in the long run. She submitted 
written testimony (Exhibit C) . 

DEBBIE BRAMMER, Montana Association of Conservation Dis
trict, stated that all districts are having the same problem 
with the unavailability of liability insurance and went on 
record to urge support for HB 478. 

OPPONENTS: KARL ENGLAND, Montana Trial Lawyers Association, 
stated that noneconomic damage standards are addressed in 
this bill and passage of this bill would raise standards. 
He urged a serious look at this bill. 

GEORGE ORCHENSKI, Montana Environmental Information Center, 
totally opposed this legislation. The "war on weeds" in 
Montana is for real. The Montana EIe supported the one 
million dollar grant from the RIT program last session for 
the establishment of the noxious weed control trust fund. 
We believe that noxious weeds are a serious problem that 
deserves a serious response, but we do not believe that HB 
478 is the answer. This bill will only encourage an even 
more lax attitude toward extremely toxic substances. He 
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submitted written testimony and a packet of information on 
some of the effects of chemicals (Exhibit D) . 

JANET ELLIS, Montana Audubon Legislative Fund, stated that 
pesticides can be very dangerous. It would be a grave 
mistake to grant Weed Districts immunity from liability for 
negligent acts. Insurance companies and Weed Districts can 
hopefully find a solution to this problem. She urged a do 
not pass on HB 478. Written testimony was submitted (Exhib
it E) . 

QUESTIONS (OR DISCUSSION) ON HOUSE BILL NO. 478: Rep. 
Rapp-Svrcek asked Rep. Thomas if he had knowledge of weed 
districts ever being sued and he stated to his knowledge 
they have never been sued. 

Rep. Meyers asked Mr. Ochenski if the listed chemicals from 
his testimony are being used in Montana. He stated that he 
does not assume that all of the weed districts are using 
these chemicals but they do exist and some are being used. 
Rep. Meyers pointed out that at least three mentioned are 
condemned for use in Montana. Mr. Ochenski stated that he 
is asking that the laws not be relaxed to allow such 
chemicals to be used. 

Rep. Addy asked Mr. Johnson if weed control districts have 
looked into being insured under Montana Municipal Insurance 
Agency and he stated that the agency does not have pollution 
coverage. Rep. Addy asked Mr. Johnson if we give immunity 
to weed control districts, why not give to all agencies and 
Mr. Johnson answered, "ok". 

Rep. Thomas closed the hearing on HB 478 by explaining that 
this bill restricts liability insurance and helps set 
standards so that the weed districts can get back into 
business. 

HOSUE BILL NO. 522: Rep. Asay, District No. 27, stated this 
bill regulates the amount of contingent fees that an 
attorney may receive and the statutory regulation puts 
things in a reasonable light. 

PROPONENTS: JIM ROBISCHON, Montana Liability Coalition, 
stated the Coalition supports this legislation and submitted 
an example of an agreement form used between attorney and 
client (Exhibit A) • 

GERALD NEELEY, Mt. Medical Association, stated that the 
bills major provisions are for the statutory regulation of 
contingency fees by a reverse Sliding scale contingency fee 
schedule. The percentage allowed decreases as the amount of 
the court award or settlement increases, but is not so 
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restrictive as to small or moderate recoveries that it 
hampers the ability of injured parties to obtain legal· 
representation. Danzon and Lillard found that instituting 
a limit on lawyers fees reduced the percentage of cases 
dropped by five percentage points (i.e. lowered the plain
tiff's asking price), reduced the fraction of cases litigat
ed to verdict by 1.5 percentage points, and decreased 
settlement size by 9 percent. He submitted written testimo
ny (Exhibit B). 

ROGER TIPPY, Attorney, Montana Dental Association, supported 
this legislation. 

OPPONENTS: PAT MELBY, State Bar Association of Montana, 
opposed this bill and the Montana Association of Defense 
Council authorized him to state that they also oppose this 
bill. 

KARL ENGLAND, Montana Trial Lawyers Association, stated that 
he has never seen a contingency fee agreement with amounts 
as high as Mr. Robischon presented. Mr. England stated that 
every person that walks into his office is given a choice of 
paying by the hour or by contingent fee and no one has ever 
offered to pay by the hour. He further pointed out that if 
this bill were to be enacted, then we should limit the 
amounts of all professionals. This bill is grossly unfair. 

C.L. OVERFELT, Great Falls, Attorney, submitted written 
testimony, (Exhibit C). He stated that the mischief with 
HB 522 lies in the far end of the scale. By restricting 
attorney fees on the larger awards, it severely limits 
effective legal representation to those most in need of the 
contingent fee and most unable to pay for their representa
tion on an hourly basis. The other objectionable aspect of 
this bill is that it interferes with the free enterprise 
system and the marketplace. This bill for no legitimate 
public policy reason would single out attorneys and restrict 
their income. He submitted an article from Case and Com
ment, by C.L. Mike Schmidt, titled, Contingent Fee: Key to 
the Courthouse (Exhibit D). 

QUESTIONS (OR DISCUSSION) ON HOUSE BILL NO. 522: Rep. Darko 
asked Mr. Robischon how defense attorneys base their fees 
and he answered that it is almost entirely on an hourly 
basis. He also stated that insurance companies contact 
defense attorneys and ask them their hourly rates before 
settling a case. Rep. Darko commented that she just does 
not see the fairness of this bill. 

Rep. Meyers asked Rep. Asay if the intent of the bill is to 
limit and he stated, "no". Rep. Asay stated that the bill 
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does not limit earnings but it does limit the amount of 
windfall an attorney may receive. 

Rep. Mercer stated that he finds it offensive in many ways 
that attorneys are singled out in this bill. He asked Mr. 
England to give some examples from his practice of a case 
based on a contingency agreement where these numbers have 
caused him to receive less and how much less that would be 
and if that would change his decision to represent that 
person effectively. Mr. England stated that cases from his 
practice would not be impacted by this bill but cases he has 
associated with other attorneys would fall below 
$150,000.00-200,000.00 range, and his fee would be well 
below the 40% of the first $25,000.00 recovery. A fee on an 
individual case is also negotiated even after the contingen
cy agreement is signed and the recovery has been made. 

Rep. Addy stated that this bill has been criticized as being 
one sided and wondered how Rep. Asay would feel about an 
amendment in regard to fees. Rep. Asay explained that the 
insurance companies are able to bargain a case before hand 
and he felt that if there were limits then there is room to 
bargain. Rep. Addy pointed out that it bothers him to see 
defense attorneys get paid more for losing than plaintiff's 
attorney's get for winning. Rep. Asay closed the hearing on 
HB 522 by stating that the legislature is the only place we 
can give the plaintiff a bargaining power. 

HOUSE BILL NO. 344: Rep. Asay, District No. 27, sponsor, 
stated that this is a bill that revises the time limits for 
commencing a medical malpractice action and provides for an 
immediate effective date. He said that it is very important 
to realize the seriousness of this situation. 

PROPONENTS: CHADWICK A. SMITH, Montana Hospital Associa
tion, stated that one of the greatest public concerns at 
this time is the rising cost of medical care. This bill 
addresses one of the ways to keep medical costs down and it 
is strongly supported. 

GERALD J. NEELY, Montana Medical Association, explained that 
the major concern of Montana physicians with respect to HB 
344 is that the legislature deal with the matter of the 
statute of limitations for minors, by reducing the limita
tion period. Current law provides for the statute of 
limitations of minors to run'after 19 years. Studies have 
shown a statistically-significant effect on pricing of 
insurance from reductions in the statute of limitations. He 
submitted written testimony (Exhibit A) and presented a hand 
out titled, The Health Care Crisis in Montana (Exhibit B) . 

, 
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JEFFREY H. STRICKLER, M.D., American Academy of Pediatrics, 
stated that this is a reasonable bill. 

ROGER TIPPY, Montana Dental Association, pointed out that 
enactment of this revision to the medical malpractice 
statute of limitations should improve the tort law of 
Montana. He submitted written testimony (Exhibit C) . 

JIM ROBISCHON, Montana Liability Coalition, supported this 
legislation. 

KARL ENGLAND, Montana Trial Lawyers Association, pointed out 
that the bill needs a lot of work. The purpose of the 
statute of limitations is to give people a reasonable time 
and a dispassionate look at the case. The major change in 
the bill is found on page 2, line la, where the lines are 
crossed out. The bill states that the statute of limi ta
tions begins to run on the date that the act, error, or 
omission is alleged to have caused the injury, or a condi
tion resulting from the injury, or death. He stated that 
the statute of limitations must be written very carefully 
and he felt that the five year date in the bill is too 
short. 

There were no further proponents and no opponents. 

QUESTIONS (OR DISCUSSION) ON HOUSE BILL NO. 344: Rep. 
Mercer asked Mr. Neely if he had a response to Mr. England's 
statements. He stated that he agreed with Mr. England's 
suggestions on the bill. 

Rep. Asay closed the hearing on HB 344. 

ADJOURNMENT: There being no further business to come before 
the committee, the hearing was adjourned at 12:55 p.m. 

EA~ 
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DAILY ROLL CALL 

JUDICIARY ___________________________ COMMITTEE 

50th LEGISLATIVE SESSION 1987 

Date JLIr. ~ )?J7 

------------------------------- --------- -- -----------------------
NAME PRESENT ABSENT EXCUSED 

·JOHN MERCER {R} V 
LEO GIACOMETTO (R) V 
BUDD GOULD (R) V 

/ 

AL !-1EYERS (R) V 
JOHN COBB (R) v/ 

ED GRADY { R} V 
PAUL RAPP-SVRCEK (0 ) L/ 
VERNON KELLER (R) t,/ 

RALPH EUDAILY (R) ~ ~ 
Tarof BULGER (D) ~ 

JOAN rULES (D) L/ 
FRITZ DAILY (D) ~/ 
TOM HANNAH (R) V 
BILL STRIZICH (D) \ L/' 

PAULA DARKO (D) i./ 

KELLY ADDY {D} /;/ 

DAVE BROWN (D) ",// 
/ 

EARL LORY (R) L/ 
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I 71 , RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS L."lCIDE:-lTAL 70-16-302~ q~~';; 
. TO OWNERSHIP IN REAL PROPERTY .. __ ... - '.-' ...... -l':::9(r, 

J1/!J1t" %<21 ... ,. . ... ~ 
Ilouce in writing that the repairing of such fence is necessary, build or repair I .. 

such fence at the expense of the party so neglecting or refusing, the amount I so expended to be recovered from him; and the party so neglecting or refus
~ ing, after receipt by him of the notice above provided, is liable to the party 

,
or injured for all damages he may sustain thereby. 

History: Eo. Sec. 1118. 5th Diy. Compo Stat. 1887: re-en. Sec. 3257. Pol. C. 1895: re-en. Sec. 
•• Rey. C. 1907: re-en. Sec. 6782. R.C~'\1. 1921: re-en. Sec. ,6782. R.C.)<1. 1935: R.C.)<1. 1947. I 61-807. 

70-16-210. Removal of partition fence. If the occupants of adjoining 

.
l lands build their respective portions of a partition fence and either of them 
( at any time desires to suffer the land occupied by him to lie open, he may, 

after having given to the occupants of the adjoining land at least 6 months' 
~ notice of his intention so to do. remove his proportion of the partition fence 

uDless sut:h adjoinirigoccupant pays or tenders to him the value thereof. If 
such fence be removed without notice or after payment or tender of the value 
as aforesaid. the person removing the' same is liable to the person injured for 
all damages he may sustain thereby. 

History: En. Sec. 1117. 5th Di,.. Compo Stat. 1887: re-en.Sec:. 3256. Pol. C. 1895; re-en. Sec. 
2088. Rey. C. 1907: re-en. Sec. 6781. R.c.)<1. 1921: re-en. Sec:. 6781. R.C.:\I. 1935: R.C.)<1. 1947, 
61-806. 

Part 3 

Gratuitous Permittee for Recreation 

Pare elGIe-Reference. Limitation on landowner liability to recrea-
Recreational use of streams. Title 23, c:h. 2. tioDists.23·2·321. 

PItt 3. Liability, Title 27. ch. 1. part 7. 

70-16-301. Recreational purposes defined. "Recreational purposes", 
as used herein. shall include hunting, fishing, swimming, boating, water skiing, 
camping, picnicking, pleasure driving, winter sports, hiking, or other pleasure 
expeditions. 

History: Eo. Sec.. 2. Ch. 138. L. 1965; R.C~~ 1947, 67-809. 

Cro.-References 
"Recreational use" defined. 23·2·301. 

70-16-302. Restriction on liability to permittee. A landowner or 
tenant who permits, by act or implication, any person to enter upon any 
property in the po8leSlion or under the control of such landowner or tenant 
for any recreational purpose without accepting a valuable consideration there-
for does not by granting such permission extend any assurance that such 
property is safe for any purpose or confer upon such a person the status of 
invitee or licensee to whom any duty of care is owed, and such landowner or 
tenant shall not be liable to such person for any injury to person or property 
resulting from any act or omission of such landowner or tenant unless such 
act or omission constitutes willful or wanton misconduct. 

IIIsc.rr. III. Sec. 1. Ch. 131. L 1965; R.C .. '\f. 1941, 67-808. 
, .'. 
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MONTANA PmaE 

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

In 1889 our forefathers embarked on a new path for Montana. The Buffalo made way for cattle and sheep; 
the Indian was subdued and wheat was planted where Buffalo Grass grew for thousands of years. 
Montana was entering a new era. 

In 1989 Montana will enter yet another era, as dramatic as was the one a hundred years ago. The heritage 
of Montana is rich beyond its natural resources, it lies within its people and their dreams. 

I am proposing a project which I believe will act as a focus and also a catalyst for better times for Montana. 
This project will consist of thirty-six outdoor sculptures placed throughout the State. These sculptures will 
represent Montana's heritag'e and pride. I am proposing that the majority of these sculptures be placed 
along the major highways of Montana. This will accomplish two things. First it will remind Montanans that 
we nave a very colorful and unique heritage of which we should all be proud. The second will be the 
irr.pacton our visiting guests to this State. Our State iswide and deep and with sculpture accessible, 
visitors will learn about Montana and will want to spend more time here. This will help make Montana a 
destination not a pass through State. Imagine the impact if our tourists spent an extra night or ate a iew 
extra meals while traveling through the State. I believe this project will have that impact. 

R-::SDonse to my sculpture in Montana and throughout the Nation has led me to the conclusion that 
SC:.;lpture can say things that cannot be visualized in words or pictures. Art has agreat influence on r.ow 
thc Nation views Montana and probably has had a greater impact than other forms of promotion. A good 
.;~.ampld is how Charlie Russell's work has been instrumental in how Montana is perceived by the rest of 
tna Nation. 

My oroposal of major pieces of sculpture will set the pace for anew era for Montana. No sculptor to my 
knowledge has made his State a sculpture garden, and I say "Why not Montana"? Alexander Calcer, 
far:lQus for his mobiles, completed a piece for Grand Rapids, Michigan. This is now the focal point of this 
cit!. By the city's estimates two hundred thousand people a year come to Grand Rapids primarily to see 
Caider's sculpture. 

Puelic Sculpture has been the reflection of Civilization for thousands of years. Can you visualize Egypt 
without the Pyramids or the Sphinx? How about New York City without the Statue of liberty? Visualize the 
image of South Dakota without Mount Rushmore! Obviously these are but a few examples. Ask the 
citizens and bUSiness people of Bozeman what public sculpture has done for their city; or what impact 
"Our Lady of the Rockies" has had on Butte? 

I know how the rest of the nation views Montana. I travel with my work and am an ambassador for Montana. 
The images that people relate to me, about what they think Montana is, has largely been through our art. 

All points of Montana have potential for sculpture and I visualize the State being covered geographically 
with this project because we are all one people bonded together in an uncommon land. This project will 
create a focus from within Montana and throughout the Nation that Montana is starting a new era and is 
proclaiming its pride for all to see. 
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MONTANA PRIDE 

SITE LOCATIONS 

I have selected tentative locations for twenty·four sculpture scenes as described below. With few 
exceptions the exact locations have not been identified. There are many more sites which may be suitable 
for a sculpted scene, and I am leaving these open as the circumstance dictates. It is my vision that I will 
sculpt in thirty·six locations for Montana Pride. 

1. "Meat on the Hoof" (Buffalo Jump) . Three Forks area. 

2. "Selling me Back for Underground Wages" (Underground Miners) • Butte area. 

3. "Buffalo Tongue and Friendship" (Running Buffalo) - Wibeaux area. 

4. "Don't Worry There'll Be Enough Indians for All of Us" (Seventh Cavalry)· Rosebud Creek 
and Yellowstone River area. 

5. "You And I Sucked the Same Tit" (Lewis and Clark with Sacajewea, the Bird Woman, 
recognizing her brother) - Dillon area. 

6. "Proving Up in Mr. Hill's Country" (Homesteading, Mr. Hills dream) • Havre area. 

7. "Fresnos, Horses, Backs, and Bars" (Mullan and His Road)· Lookout Pass area. 

S. "Oil riggers & RoughneCks" - Sunburst area. 

9. "Bringing in the Harvest" (40 horse hitch) -Great Falls area. 

10. "Chief Joseph and the Roche Jaune" - Laurel area. 

11. "Following the Buffalo North" (Indians) - Wyola area. 

12. "Flour, Blankets, Biscuits, and Whiskey" (Freighting with Bull Trains) - Fort Benton area. 

13. "Wagons on the Bozeman Trair - Greycliff area. 

14. "Eight Horses and Strong Leather" (Logging with Horses) - Missoula area. 

15. "Crosscuts and Sweenys. and Who's this Stihl Guy?" (Logging the North Country) - Libby 
area. 

16. "MaOte on the Whiskey Trail" - Shelby area. 

17. "Handover Your Watches. Wallets. and Purses" (Stagecoach Robbery) ~ Monida Pass area. 
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19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24 

"Callouses, Grease, and Oil" (Wild Catters) - Bainville area. 

·Second Verse Same as the First" (Gandy Dancers laying steel) - Billings area. 

/!j 
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"When Social Security was a Hawkins" (Trappers on the Madison) - West Yellowstone area. 

"E:ght Hours to Bozeman. a Bath. and a Beer!" (Cattle Drive) -Bozeman D3.SS area. 

"Turning Grass Wrong Side Up" (Horse Plowing) -Helena area. 

"In the Shadow of the Mountains" (Lewis & Clark) - Cascade area. 

"Plenty Good Grass, Many Tepees, and Fleshy Horses" (Indian Village and Pony Herd) -
Billings/Hardin area . 



MONTANA PRIDE 

SCHEDULE 

The schedule for Montana Pride will be stretched over several years extending beyond the Centennial 
celebration. I have scheduled four projectS/locations for 1987. The first will be the "BUFFALO JUMP· 
1'.1 EAT ON THE HOOF" located near Three Forks. The second piece scheduled will be "RUNNING 
BUFFALO" near Wibaux greeting our visitors entering Montana from the East. The next two pieces will be 
announced as sponsors are secured. 

I will be pursuing sponsors on a regular basis to ensure the continuation of this project and the completion 
of all thirty-six sites. 
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L JIM'S HISTORY 

,,11m a Montana immigrant. In 1966. at the age of eighteen. I fullfilled a dream by moving to Montana. I 
Lways thought I was spiritually born here and consider it the center of my earth. 

I attended Montana State University and graduated with both a B.S. and M.S. in Agriculture. It was in my 
i ianior yearot college that I started to sculpt and had thoughts of becoming sculptor. In 1972 ldecided (0 

irlculpt full time. Since that time I have shown throughout the U.S. and have pieces in both Europe and 
Japan. The last couple of years the majority of my work has gone to the East Coast. primarily Virginia and 

, ~ary'and. tv1y public work in Montana is centered mostly in the Gallatin Valley . .. 

l 
'1' 
lJ .. 



RESUME 

JIM DOLAN 

ADDRESS: 

AGE: 

3501 Airport Road 
Belgrade, Montana 59714 

38 

MARRIAGE STATUS: 
Married, two children 

BORN: 
Los Angeles, Califomia 

ONE MAN EXHIBITS: 

CAREER: 

Museum of the Rockies, Bozeman, Montana 
Montana Historical Society, Helena, Montana 
National Wildlife Association, Atlanta, Georgia 
National Wildlife Association, Phoenix, Arizona 

In 1972 began fulltime Sculpting Career. 
MATERIALS: 

Steel, Stainless, Brass, Copper, Aluminum, and Bronze. 
METHODS: 

Welding processes and casting. 

MAJOR AWARDS AND HONORS: 
Included in teJevision special on Montana Artists· 1981 . 
Filmed a television special presented on KUED, Educational Television, Salt Lake 
City, Utah. 
-FLIGHT Of CANADA GEESE-, Gallatin Airport Terminal, Belgrade, Montana -won a 
national awaJd presented by the Federal Aviation Agency for art and architecture for 
Airports in America. 
In 1979 elected membership in the Society of Animal Artists. New York City. 

SUBJECT MATTER: 
Birds, animals, human figures, abstracts. 

PHILOSOPHY: , 
Itry to create a feeling with my sculpture which allows the viewer to experience a 
new perspective of the subject matter. I enjoy working with diverse materials which 
draw out a new look at sculpwe. 



MAJOR REPRESENTATIVE PUBLIC SCULPTURES 

"FLIGHT OF CANADA GEESE". Gallatin Field Airport Terminal 
Belgrade. Montana 

"ELK HERD". First Citizens Bank 
Bozeman. Montana 

, "PIONEER NELSON STORY". Lindley Park 
Sczeman. Montana 

I "RISING MALLARDS". First Security Bank 
Bozeman. Montana 

"SNOW GEESE". Devils Lake Park 
Devils Lake. North Dakota 

"BIG HORSE - RUSTY" 
• Bozeman. Montana 

"MINAGERIE OF EAGLES". Life of Montana Building 
,.......'Bozeman. Montana 

"BLACK BEARS". Rivers Park 
Columbia. Maryland 

"WHITETAIL DEER (PAIR)" 
Columbia, Maryland 

III 

II 

"BIGHORN SHEEP'" Bighorn Center 
Big Sky, Montana 

"FAMILY OF EAGLES" 
Tyson's Comer, Virginia 

iii "CANADA GEESE" 
Columbia, Maryland 

• "MALLARD PAIR" 
Columbia, Maryland 

• "BALD EAGLE, CALIFORNIA CONDOR, WHOOPING CRANE, PEREGRINE FALCONS", 
Metro Executive Terrace 
Landover, Maryland 

• 

• 

• 



"RUNNING MUSTANGS~ 
Ennis, Montana 

"GLOBE", Baltimore Hotel 
Bozeman, Montana 

"WHITETAIL DEER" 
Richmond, Virginia 

·COWBOY ON HORSE", Conrad High School 
Conrad, Montana 

"BLACK PANTHER", Belgrade High School 
Belgrade, Montana 

"WARRIOR", Bozeman Jr. High School 
Bozeman, Montana 

"JAKE AND DAVE" (life size fishing scene), South Boulder Ranch 
Cardwell, Montana 

"ANTELOPE", Robie Stock Ranch 
Ennis, Montana 

/8' 
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DATE ..g - 9- sf?" -
Testinxmy in SUpport of House Bill 593 HB #~5-3 .. 

~lr. Chairman and members of the House Judiciary Conunittee: 

I am f1arcella Sherfy. I am the Program Manager for the state Preservation 

Office, within the ~lontana Historical Society. Our office is responsible' for 

encouraging the preservation of Montana's significant historic and prehistoric 

resources. Although the Historical Society is not directly involved in the 

project which generated a need for this legislation, we are strongly in support 

of it. The listing of a property in the National Register of Historic Places or 

the designation. of it as' a Montana Heritage property does not, in any way, 

obligate property owners to provide access to it. Nonetheless, periodically 

owners of very interesting, architecturally unique, or archaeologically important 

sites argue against recognition or designation for their property because they 

fear that that will encourage visitation and will leave them liable for any 

injuries that visitors might sustain. Even more important, owners of historic 

ghost town or mining or homesteading remains sometimes destroy them rather than 

incur potential liability claims for inj ury that visitors might make. In 

particular, owners of historic mining properties feel very vulnerable to visitors 

and their subsequent injuries and claims. In clearly granting immunity to 

landowners from visitors who corne to view historic buildings or 

remains--essentially uninvited and on their own--we believe that this legislation 

• will encourage preservation of some sites that might otherwise be destroyed and 

encourage owners to seek recognition that such sites often warrant if our state's 

heritage is to be well understood. 

Thank you. 
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TESTIMONY OF MONTANA WEED CONTROL ASSOCIATION 
FOR THE HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE ON 

HOU~;E E{ I U_ L~7t=: 

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1987 

Chairman Lory and Members of the Committee. HCII • .I.se f.: iiI 478 

liability insurance. 

Weed control districts have been unable to secure liability 

insurance to cover accidental spills and drift damage since 1985. 

This has caused several weed districts to stop or severely 

-restrict their weed control prog~ams. Unless liability insurance 

~s available soon, many other districts will stop .the use of 

herbicides because of the risk of a potential lawsuit. HOI ... lS(:'~ 

Bill 478 would grant weed districts immunity from liablility for 

negligent acts and limit non-economic damages that could be 

recovered from a weed district. This legislation should make 

liablility insurance more available to weed districts. 

conside~ation of House Bill 478. 

C 01'01 ro ( 
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2 INTRODUCED BY 
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4 

c: """" ~ s ~ u t \- \:) t e \A...,. \- 1" t. \) t- f:\ ~ t!.. '" -\ c..o~ """" e \ ) f\.tL& 
A BILL FOR AN ACT ENT~ED-~~N ACT GRANTIN"?WEED/ DISTRICTS • 

. (. ..... ~"""O..~~~C!..,,;;. 
5 

6 

7 

8 

IMMUNITY FROB LIABILITY ·FOR NEGLIGENT ACTS; LIMITING 

NONECONOMIC DAMAGES RECOVERABLE FROM A ~EE~STRICT; AND 

AMENDING SECTION 27-1-701, MCA." 

9 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MONTANA: 

10 NEW SECTION. Section 1. Liability restrictions. 

11 (1) A district is immune from liability for negligent acts 

12 other than those constituting gross negligence. 

13 (2) In cases of gross negligence or willful acts, a 

14' district is liable for economic damages within the limits 

15 established under 2-9-108. A district is not liable for 

16 noneconomic damages in excess of $10,000. 

17 (3) The provisions of 2-9-305 apply to board members, 

18 supervisors, and employees of a district. 

19 Section 2. Section 27-1-701, MCA, is amended to read: 

20 "27-1-701. Liability for negligence as well as willful 

21 acts. E~eryone Except as otherwise provided by law, everyone 

22 is responsible not only for the results of his willful acts 

23 but also for an injury occasioned to another by his want of 

24 ordinary care or skill in the management of his property or 

25 person except so far as the latter has willfully or by want 
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1 of ordinary care brought the injury upon himself." 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

NEW SECTION. Section 3. Codification instruction. 

Section 1 is intended to be codified as an integral part of~. 
f'~,-t;. l.':).JI'.:\.u..,t\. iL'1" ~~c...'- ~'-"'\ 

Title 7, chapter 22'I\~r1! 2l,1\and the provisions of jfokele' 7, • 
. . .",.. 

M .. ~~\~d't ~Pt!l~·t·~ apply to secti~ + \t...4L, So Q e -\- t ~ yo.. 

l. t!\ . \,' '. ~- ~~ \- ~ .\- "'- (\....\- f' ~ 't- -'1' • 
NEW SECTION. Sectj.on 4. Two-thirds vote. Because 

~ "'r~ 1>vt\ ... c:.~ .... "' .-"tJ ... ,,).. ......... -\- c...ft '" " t'-o\ J Q.~I 
section 1 grants limited immunity from suit for~weed 

yv.. 0.. yo.. (\.. ~ "'""" 4.. lo.. -'t-
~districts, a two-thirds vote of the members of each house of 

9 the legislature is required for passage under Article II, 

10 section 18, of the Montana constitution. 

-End-

-2-



NAME Jo Brunner Da:t\i::"::-_""!J""9r-rr1~8""7'------

Aa'dress ___ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _____ H __ B_:4f=~. ~,_· __ -_'6_-~ __ 6Z: ___ " ___ ~ ... ~~ 2Q15~ 9th Ayenue, Helena .' 

TelePhone~~~::::~~;:~~~::~~~:::-~~~~~~:-----__ I~~~~~::~~I!~i; 
Representing Montana water Deyelopment Association 
Appearing on Which Proposal ____ ~H~B~4~7~8 __________________________________ ___ 

support __ ..o.lX"--______ Amend __________________ O ppo s e ________ _ 

Comments: 

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I represent the Montana Water 

Development Association at this hearing today. Our membership includes 

not only individual members, but representatives from businesses and 

industry and a great many water user associations and ir~igation 
districts. IltJ-r ~-:',f'rC; ..c-,c,:?il7 /lJ/fd "\E~.c t(/<[ nAt.I€- -4 C1~f',1-T /~7f-/.!~>"-/Z "1 

)n;4 11 rl ,,-r ,H/4.. ,7 r! tJ ~/~"":i ::.:. If /-'';'~ "" n'- "'1 w (;'t-<-" ~'d ,-,!;!..C 7'~ .. ,J' ~h? t:. • 

Those of us who are responsible for getting water to the lands that 

produce the food for you to eat are greatly concerned with our ability 

to provide the means for such delivery. A great many of our people 

are either not preseptly carrying liability or its cost is so exorbiant 

that we have had to cut back on other services we feel eqully necessary 

to the well being of our industry. 

We, again of necessity, have to use weed spray to keep the ditches and 

canals open throughout the season. We, of necessity have to use aquatic 

herbicides, or our people are not able to get water out of the main 

canals. Ditch banks are perfect habitat for weeds and one cleaning prior 

to turning the water on in the spring does not carry through the full 

irrigation season. 

We know that there have been and will continue to be mistakes and 

problems in the handling of the chemicals. But that is not to say that 

we are not concerned, and that we do not make the effort to eliminate 

those mistakes and problems, or that we feel we should be absolved from 
;: 5·~.: ,r/, Co .;:' 4 t;€ 'ld/(F" 1-' .::. 1)/#'1/ "" 

Jtr~h;j~~~ID:~wi}eg mistake~ an1.,.R.rc;.b;;IDS occur. We do believe that we ought 
(~to be able to be covered with a reasonable liability insurance that 

I should be beneficial to all concerned. 

~ Mr. Chairman, I live on an irrigation district. I've accompanied some of 

~r people out when the used,aquatic chemicals. I know the care they take. 

I~also take Farm Journal and other magazines that occasionally carry 

material that spre?ds hysteria throughout the nation, perhaps sometimes 

with some justification. 
"hf->t-

I ask that you make a positive decision allowingl~ people to obtain 

adequate insurance. We all would be better off in the long run . 

.if ~·/tr 
~-r.·~ • ..;,r 



The Montana Environmental Information Center Action Fund 

February 9, 1987 • PO. Box 1184, Helena, Montana 59624 (406)443-2520 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, for the Record, 
my name is George Ochenski and I represent the Montana 
Environmental Information Center. We are totally 0ppoDed to 
House Bill 478. 

The "w3r on ~·,eeds" i n ~olitana is for real. Tr.e Menta:ia 
Environmental Infcrmation Center supported the $1 ~illion 
grant from the RIT program last session for the 
establishment of the Ncxieus Weed Control Trust Fund. We 
have a me~ber of ciur Board ~ho is s weed central district 
supervisor. We be:ieve that n~xi~u3 ~eeds are a serious 
problem that deserves a serious response.Eut we do not 
believe that HB 478 is the answer. 

~~en considering granting immunity from liability to any 
entity, the risks and benefits must be closely weighed. In 
this instance, the risks far outweigh the advantages. Some 
of the most dangerous substances in our society are the 
herbicides that find wide application in everyday farm and 
ranch use. Only new is there a grewing awareness of the 
effects of these chemicals cn the health of these exposed to 
them. 

I have included a packet of information on seme of the 
effects of these chemicals. One serious effect is a 
documented increase in farm cancer rates. If you read these 
articles, and I would urge you to do so, you will see that 
IT.ost of tt-.E pra.ctices that are causing these cailcers go 1J_9.J: 
fall into the "gross negligence" category. They are simple 
mistakes from lack of training, caution, or error. 

If you look at the Farm Journal article you will see a chart 
showing absorption rates for farm chemicals on various parts 
of the human body. I will call your attention to the fact 
that the simple act of urinating can expose a human being to 
100 percent absorption through the scrotum. I do not call 
your attention to this fact as a scare tactic. But tell me, 
where in the gross negligence scale would this incident 
fall? 

These deadly chemicals are literally everywhere in our 
environment now. Eat a fish out of Flathead Lake and you're 
getting Dieldrin, DDT, DOD, DOE, Alpha-EHC, and endrin with 
every bite. Take home a game bird or waterfowl to your 



family and you can be sure they are ingesting heptachlor and 
endrin with their pheasant or duck. As with so many things 
in our advanced society~ we are only now beginning to 
understand the consequences of our actions; o~ly now 
catching up to the realities that accompany sophisticated 
chemicals in everyday use. 

As a society, we are drenched in chemical contamination. 
This bill would only encourage an even more lax attitude 
toward extremely toxic substances. We need to work together 
through better land management, careful application of 
selected herbicides, and developing biological control 
methods to control the spreaj of noxious weeds. We do not 
need to "cut her loose, let her buck and damn the 
consequences" because ~'Ie have removed the liabilities. 

is the wrong approach to our problem. It is yet 
_ another attempt by the special interes-ts of insurance -
companies to stack the deck in their favor by reducing not 
just liabilities, but responsibilities. As a society, we 

--cannot afford to ignore our responsibility to the children 
of today and tomorrow. Do we impact those kids by drenching 
them with ambient chemical carcinogens? Or do we take the 
bull by the horns and reduce liability through care and 
education and reduction of toxic incidents. 

Please vote for the latter and reject HB 478. 

Thank yoLI. 

....i. 
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EXHIBIT-=v..,·~"", 

DA TE. ,:i? -·/2:;-::,.Y z..J 
HB #q,,,;zZ: 'r."Y" 

ur Ith: 
·····Whats the risk?,. 

- - - -.. -

L ast year was a sobering year for '-. Agency warned that pregnant women 
anyone who handles agricultural ; -.: exposed to dinoseb during its applica-I 

· chemicals. There were more dan- -. tion may pose a risk of birth defects to .:.. 
ger signs than ever before that chronic~their babies. The dangerous routes of .. 
exposure to pesticides can cause health .. exposure were listed as skin absorption 

_. proJ2\fms. For example:;". ..-.-. ansI inhalation.~p@~ariiiiilS:~ 

···.~-~~I~~1~:.~~~~ti~~'~'~!i~~~e~~~~~{~~S!~~ ~O"1ieroiCides'~for:more .thiin~20 days~lY -iinderstaiios the health risks.'" ""c;,.-_· I 

~ach~earn~d·si:ttiril'e~lherlsk: of de-':; . fThe list_~ould g?on~ bl.iithe poiiltis 'I: 

rvelopmg' non-HodgkIns lymphoma fmade-evldencels growmg that farm 
t-compared with rionfarmers. There was ~"-0_:cheinicals may be more dangerous than 
tan eight-fold greater risk for farmers '1-you think;-There is a compelling need 

. -t'Vliomixed or applied their ownc~emb;'_ for farmers to use masks, goggles. rub
·~ls.~A.ndfarine~.v{hodid nofusepro: .' ber gloves, boots. and even respirators 

ki.ectiye equipl1!~_nt had a40% !tiiherjjsk. . to avoid contamination. 
Ihan those who did. The above-normal
rates- '6fc3rlterwere'issoclaiia 'With 

. f-pheno~y-~h~rbiSJ<!ei, especially.2,4-P.;, 
ti:""Even more sobenng IS the reason for 

the study. !\:1aps_"pr_ep~red. by lh~ Na-

j' ional:~ft:c~.t~nstit_~te :in.~he ~mid-,: , 970s_~v.ealed J~at 1\1I:al regIOns In the_ 
~~£elJ~~!1.if~ :$tate~ .JlaUlevated 
i!'~eaqiJ,<1ie..sJrQ.I!l~4!1cer;3 ' 

• The EPA ordered a special review of 
alachlor, the active ingredient in Lasso, 

,~ ,because it is a suspected carcinogen. 
, The product was left on the market, but 

it is in the process of being reclassified 
"'1010 OON lA.1ANG as a restricted-use pesticide. Canada 

'. ." .. -,' .. . . d ..suspended alachlor after finding the 
". Farmers Simply must 0 herbicide in drinking water. 

The nagging question is, "Do farm
ers who exercise reasonable care in rou
tine operations absorb farm chemi
cals?" In an effort to answer that 
question,' FARM JOURNAL funded a 
chemical contamination study con
ducted by the University of Iowa's In
stitute of Agricultural Medicine during 
last season's corn planting. Dr. Donald 
Morgan, professor at the Institute, de
signed a state-of-the-art urinalysis to 
detect low levels of insecticide contami
nation. And Bob Frazee, Extension ad
viser for Marshall-Putnam counties in 
Illinois. found 22 farmers willing to 
provide two urine samples-one before 
handling any chemicals, and one at the 
end of a day they handled chemicals. 
Five nonfarmers served as controls . 

, '-everything they can'· ". '~'" _. '1tiKlYln:1Y!.~~si~!·:C:QnQ_liCted. ~y.J 
to protect themselves." .. ~ e:Y~':'P:~l~ .. ry.Jor,plsea~ Control.: 

,. ',. ,,4inied exposure to aldlcarb with chang- '. 
..... : Bob,Fraz~e (standmg) with ':'" p]ntheimmune$ystemof23women. 
, " Leslie QUinn JfI!iei.71€!re :e..XpOsed. ~y'" .~riiMni ;con::;." 

.. ." ~mutalcd .we:U2~atet.:Z1 ' . 
• The EnVIronmental ProtectIon 

8 

Of the 22 farmers tested, 13 applied _, 
organophosphate insecticides dUrin~'
the day the sample was collected. They 
included Lorsban, Thimet, Dyfonate 
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DATE 

HB 
a-;-.~,.g~ 

#:!:i:Z~~ 
Research with six human volunteers rThis jscritical information.",.,s<!Ys ' la~l; '-the~-;';g;~~ph~phate- 'fnsecii~-- ,_ .. , •. 

in Ca.lifornia underscore.s the n, ee~,_!or ~B01:l._fraz~e,.:'~,Jf.YO~hav, e chelIlicals on '. cides-is that the symptoms of low-
e.xactln~.r~afety. precautlO.ns. !I"h~.:~- &,::yo~r 'ha~ds .:and . you :toucb::;y~)Urself level poisoning closely mimic the' 
searchers measured the percent absorp- c . while unnatmg,cyou're ,contammated... symptoms of exhaustion or flu. After a 
\iori.:2ti>..a;~~hl<?e~ori.'~.Hr~Jen! paT!S .pJ jf you'leta chemical~pill.on the side oC: string of physically exhausting 16-hour 
{he-anatomy: ~"~~--~:... the tank and lean against It-you've got days, coupled with the strain of copi ng 
A~~t-O~y' , '% ~bsorption it It can happen" ~o easily. with bad weather and equipment break

downs, who hasn'l developed a head-
scalp 0>:: " :: ..• 32.1 ' "When you look atthe many ways of . ache? A"iidjel1iheadache is a symptom 
ear canal ' ' 46.5, getting contaminated-and now we J~hr_~t~Ii?p~.~~J~I~f.ing W9~2f 

. forehead 36.3 ""'. have doeume'nted that this contamina- &\a e Ime~-~-"".,~·->-
- forearm,:~,",,,, 8.6._, tiontakes place-farmers simply must ""':.l .............. ~' -"'~'!" ~".". 

palm .,.,.' .11.8 ., do everything 'they can to ,protect . Other symptoms Include lossofap-
a~~.9.l!Ieo. '. -:, ,';' ':......1 8,~~:· themselves." '; .:' ;': : ',,·..~/petite! nausea, di~~ness, weakness ~nd 

fic:rQlum ~,=,-,-, '&t.,l!!.,~~,~"~,·,cl()O.03,··:',·,, " Part of the problem ~Ith comm~nly ,. ,; sweating. And It. takes. only ~ tmy 
,"'ball of foot ,; ?::~;:.:', .. ;, .:.,:_:, 13.5 .. ~ ~~used hazardous chemlcals-partlcu- amount of the most potent chemicals to 
. .' ·r·'· .. ····, ,. , ... : ..•.. , '. C:',;'. " . , '. produce symptoms. Dr. Morgan says, 

"', , . "With the granular insecticides we test-

. . F::':;:~~~~u"MEm~~ilf:~:"'", ~:~:fr;%~~'.~~~I;;~;r.t~·., 
,4tl£;~~@,.CHEMICAL CONTAMINATION .':'~~~~::0.i}!~:th;r~~a ~:!~ic{d~~~zi;~e1!~:!~~!~~ 
~DE.'c~~!~~1l~~~~~'t!:{;t~c::;:{~:~;:giU:5~~1~~ff-fE,:~:~~~~'3~i-iit}j}~~~;':~:~~~~ • ~~~{~ck:va: ~~~ ~~~?'a~i~i~~n~~~~~ , 

• For a -group' of farmers' in Illinois~7;;:~eSays:~The-resultsof this research '.care. He Says. "We had a bad case of , 
last year's corn-planting season was like ;:;show that pesticides used during corn "dermatitis onafarmer's feet caused by . 

~ no other-:-they were volunteers in a':~~,; planting were absorbed by' some per- "leather boots contaminated with propa- '::-=;;':';: . 
FARM JOURNAL .. funded study to detect -... ~;~-:sons in contact -with them. ,~~~,~ :;:::''>:J'.; •. -;;.~,~:~~. ..- chlor. After I}e ~.as well, he put the same '. ". "f. 

low-leveL chemical ~contamination·.~~j:·;"c~While the amounts absorbed were' leather boots on and it happened all '. ~~': ' 
,from insecticides';;:i;iJ!:;~r~;·f*~i.~~{;;':..~i(;:Jnsufficient to·caus~s¥mptoms.I \l~ge .~. -over again.·;-·-. - ---'-:.:~.;..,;,.,...:. ~ ~' 
"iii Of 13 farmers who handled organo<:~al\ farmers to use maximum protective' . ~!1~th~aTffiet,~ ~l~oneQ.~'y"'; ". '" 
: phosphateinsecticides~' a sophisticated \f~t~measures. In my experience. it has been ]!Q5~1~~-::.c§'i:lr~la!lte!.:t:t>roke . '~ 
; urinalysis showed that' three'absorbed~6tinusual circumstances that have led to;., ~oWn andhellappen~ t,p'sitln'contam-

.:. small aino'unts of Dyfonate o~.Count~r:~:;i serious poiso~ings.rather than ~ell-or .':'.it"i~!?liJ,olt~bile:lje~~ir~!fiLl!~'~o.b-:::: 
: Four others a!>sorbed s~a!l a[Jlounts ot~~,de!ed operatIons. Brokenequl~mentrr.: ~W>.:lY~i!iJ'IJ1Jlh~~1!~Yll:'.p.j.~n~,""'f"· f· 
Furadan, While any pestiCide can be a1>- .:h: spills left unattended.' contammatea ~n~ .. farmer~s -;p()lson~ .... ~~·:thm~~,. ..; ~. 

; sorbed-not just these inSecticides-:-; .... ::i~:'clothing,skin ~ontact with drips and}t ;:1-sim"ply1>yi1igginibafe:tlaridedtO'~'heck ,.~ 
the test was'designed to detect these ",'::hoppers during repair~all have led to' ~lne"d~p'th'''Lhis j)lantet's'insectieide. . .~ 
chemicals (for details see main story) .. '"~ poisonings. As in so many occupation- !:placeme'nCWith the really toxic chenii-~: . 

Dr. Donald Morgan, professor at the ; aI-hazard situations, it is constant vigi-~ ":cals that's enough to cause symptoms. ~~ .. , 
University of Iowa's Institute of Agri •.. ,-Iance that contributes the most to over-": ~'+Don Kuhlman, Extension entomolo-

:~cultural Medicine. designed the study_. ,all safety." gist and pesticide coordinator at the 
, ' ,-., University of Illinois. urges farmers to 

follow the safety instructions on the. 
-label. But he says, "It would help if pest- '.~.' 
icide manufacturers improved the la- .... 
bels so the print is larger and it's easier 
·to find information on them. Instruc
tions are often technical and hard to 'c' 

. read, but some companies do a better .. 
:job than others. Dow Chemical and -;"::~E 
American Cyanamid have better-than-' .>~:.~:.; 
'average labels. Union Carbide. too ... :_."~ 
'They are more readable. and the chai1s .. J:.1~:: l 
,are easier .. to find information on ..... ..: . .,..~. ,.~: f 

'.,;:;-: _.::;.; .. t':-:::2-.. ~,P~:'~ ';:" .;. .... ··?,.,i!:::.- ~'.; ,.1 .... · ...... -.;· '-.~ ~.:--~. 

!! ;:To-b~ saf~:lt·;i,;;porta·nt·t~-u~al1 ' --t 
"';the proper safety equipment every time . ~ 
:you handle hazar~~us chemicals (see ..... J 

.. following story). Don't take risks, and-::-. ' i' 
above all. don't ge!..c9Jllplacen\.~ . 
. ~~~ja~.ers 'do lake -the necessary' . _ .... 

@f!eaufi(fJlS~ut ~tOC:m§ij:)lf.a:~~~3" .-; 
~taiK1'~JlmllU1\t~~tlnIJuaeJt·t ,,~, 

.. TWE~;";'TWOFARME~~:;;~~ M~~~~li'~nd:p~;~~";~~~~ti~~'I~ii;I'~~I~;''::~~t:~:;:; 1'~Ja~~~~€~#~~:~{Yih:~3 .t 
take part In a .tudy de.lgned to detect chemical contamination. - : f." '. ..' o~\l~emiCals'iI)i!tViY.itein;'Or~·· ~ , .' ; '.'. . , ...... -".:, " ... , ," .. ". " ,;,,", ~' .... , , .. -;" ;\, ", ·e"~~n·,t ~thef,in'c~;J j\isr"lways, 1 : 

========;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;==;;;;========,,;;;;;; ~jCtn.ilja~ay':With ·It.~ .... ''', f 
:.. :;::~ _ "t 
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• Time is not just moiley in the .. 
spring-it's health. too. Dan Chambers 
thinks it's well worth 30 extra seconds 
to safeguard his. 

That's all the time it takes for the 
Piatt County. Ill .• farmer to don gloves. 
goggles, overshoes and coveralls each 

... '~- Here's hov\l-~:
.to do ittright 

time he mixes chemicals. .. . 

a little inside coveralls and 
boots, or even a respirator, seems a 
small "premium" to pay forthat kind of 
insurance, Chambers figures. 
-· ..... Farmers have to be very ·careful 
about long-term, or chronic, exposure," 
says Purdue Unlv.ersity.safety specialist· 

. Bill Field. "Once your clothes become 
saturated with even a small amount of 
chemical, you're exposed to itas long as', 

. you. wearJ~ose garments .... ="" .... ,~ -'-. 
. -' .'. _. 

. "The most important thing you can 
do is to read the label and follow the rec-. 
ommendations," says University of Il
linois pesticide applicator training spe- . 
cialist Fredric Miller. "Among the 

. If a chemical label~which· Cham
bers always reads-requires it, he dons 
a respirator. "Cartridge-type respira
tors, which contain replaceable filters, 

.... usually are sufficient for loading and 
mixing," says Miller. "They're especial

- '·Iy important when handling pesticides 
. where you may inhale dust particles, 

vapors or gases. Cartridge-type respira
tors cover only the mouth and nose, so 

. you'll need too." 
r~r1nliop:nn~;~~·nir..fn~··11 

things you'll find there are the signal . Some other tips: Mix chemicals 
words Danger-Poison (highly toxic), PHOTO· DAY!: TONGe :'where there is good light and ventila-
Warning (moderately toxic) or Caution DAN CHAMBERS, PiaU County, III., says . tion. Keep containers below eye level 
(low toxicity). Keep the degree of toxic- It's worth the extra 30 seconds it takes to . when pouring, and stand upwind. Cut 
ity in mind. But actual degree of hazard don proper safety gear. paper containers rather than tearing 
is determined by toxicity plus length them. Do not work alone when han-
of exposure." . - - , .. ". .... dling highly toxic products. Rinse rub-

Chambers minimizes that exposure. ber gloves before removing them, and 
He wears disposable coveralls made of down in the field. "I buy the overshoes wash the gloves daily inside and out 
water-resistant paper-like fabric (Du a little large so they slip on and off easi- with detergent. Equip water hoses with 
Pont's Tyvek-available from indus- Iy," he notes. For cleaning plugged noz- check valves to prevent back-siphoning 
trial-supply outlets) when filling pesti- zles, Chambers wears thin, tight-fitting of chemicals into your water source. 
cide tanks or hoppers. "If 1 spill any- latex artists' gloves. "We get them from "Remember that you need the same 
thing, I burn that set," he says. "They art-supply stores-$IO to $15 for about protective gear when spraying or wiping 
cost only about $5 a pair, and four pairs 50 pairs," he says. with an ATY as with a tractor," says 
usually get me through a season." Work clothes get washed as soon as Field. "Especially when the spray boom 

Along with the coveralls, Chambers Chambers finishes for the day. So does or wiper is in front, pant legs and shoes 
keeps rubber gloves, overshoes and gog- Chambers. "The washer is inside the can become soa1ced with chemical." 
g1es in the truck that hauls his chemi- back door," he says. "And it's only 2' The University of Illinois is compi!-
cals. "If you get chemicals on leather from there to the shower." ing a list of firms offering protective 
shoes, it will soak in to your skin when Chambers's precautions include equipment for handling pesticides. For 
the leather gets wet," he points out. equipment as well as clothing. Steplad- a copy, contact Fredric Miller, 172 Nat-

"Both gloves and boots should be ders make it easy to check fill levels of ural Resources Building, 607 E. Pea-
rubber or neoprene," says Miller. "They saddle tanks and shut off valves before body Drive, Champaign, III. 61820. 
should be unlined, because cloth lining the tanks can overflow. . .... ,_~ ___ ...... ~ You can also rent or buy' a: slide-tape 
can absorb chemicals. Gloves should be '. Because most of Chambers's land is.J presentation on "Signs and Symptoms 
at least I r long to protect the wrist." concentrated aroimd his home, he usu-".:" of Pesticide Poisoning." Contact Emery 

Chambers stores spare overshoes, ally returns to the. farmyard to fill_.:,? Nelson, 101 Natural Resources Hall, 
gloves and goggles in the tractor cab in . "That way, I always have water handy~, .. East Campus, University of Nebraska, 
case he misplaces a pair or has a break- .. forwas,hing," hc.say,s, . .:'But I keepajug' cc: lincoln, Neb. 68583. -Darrell Smith 
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Hat Stuff 
Turban 

.~ Stylish 
-; ,- Washable------' -------
::~.~ -24 Hour Comfort 

• Day or Night ,~~~ 
• Year Round Wear 

To Order Call: 
1-800-835-2246 

ext. 72 
-- This fully lined, extra 
bodied cotton turban was 
designed by a cancer 
patient who experienced 
complete hair loss. The 
·Hat Stuff Turban can be 
worn as an attractive, 
versatile alternative to 
your .wig. Available in a 
wide range of colors for 
only $14.95 plus shipping 
and handling. Brighten 
your spirits. Order today. 

Hat Stuff, Inc. 
P.o. Box 265 

Irvington, NY 10533 
Check, Mastercard or VISA accepted. 
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A Bitter Harvest'--n# 
. Farin- chemicals litikeoto cancer 

For years, farmers have suspected that insidious than originally 
the chemicals they use to control thought. extending far beyond 

weeds and pests could make them sick- the United States' borders. 
deathly sick. Now, it seems, they may Even though authorities in 
have had real reason for their fears. this country have banned DDT 

A study from the National Cancer Insti- and toxaphene. traces still show 
tute and the University of Kansas says up in water samples around the 
farm workers exposed to certain herbicides world thanks to their continued 
for more than 20 days a year run a much use in Third World and' eastern 
higher risk of developing lymphatic can- bloc countries. 
cers than non-farmers - a frightening new Predatory: DDT, thought to 
development that fits into an emerging promote cancerous tumors, 
worldwide pattern. was banned in the U.S. in 

The hazardous herbicides include 1972 after it was linked to 
phenoxy herbicides"":' especially one thinning eggshells in predat
called 2,4-0 (for dichlorophenoxyacetic ory birds. Still, some 6,000 
acid). known also as Agent Orange. sus- tons of it are still spread each 
pected as a cause o~ early cancers in Viet-' year in Mexico, Central 
nam veterans. ,. America and India. 

~:_: . .The chemicals are found in many popu- . -,- Toxaphene-the most wide- ", 
~.Iarlawn and weed killers. In farm country, Iy used pesticide in the U.S. 

they're frequently used on pastureland. as until it was outlawed in 
well as such crops as wheat, com, sor- 1982 - has been linked to sev

-.:ghum and rice .. --"~"'---' _ ... --_._. --... .-.:.~ eral cancers in lab animals.:~:·· 
Researchers studied 424 Kansas men Chlordane, used since 1947 

who developed soft-tissue sarcoma- to fight termites, also has been 
malignant tumors on muscle and connec- linked ~o malignant tumors, 
tive tissue - Hodgkin's disease or non- while other herbicides have 
Hodgkin's lymphoma from 1976 to 1982. been fmind to suppress blood- . 

The study showed farmers had the same cell pro,auction in the bone 
risk of developing soft-tissue sarcoma and marrO\y(which can lead to ap-

-a slightly lower risk of developing lastic anemia. 
Hodgkin's disease as the general popula- The use of a potato-field· 
tion. Farmers did run a 30% higher risk herbicide called dinoseb has '. 
of developing non-Hodgkin's lymphoma been temporarily hJ1ted by the 
than non-farmers. -.. Massachusetts Health Depart-

Risk: However. that risk increased 600% ment after it was linked to 
for farmers who used herbicides. And birth defects. 
farmers who actually mixed the chemicals Says Terry Bidleman., a 
saw their risk of contracting the disease University of SOL:lh Caro
jump 800Ck. The use of protective gloves lina chemistry professor 
and clothing slightly decreased farmers' who's heading a pesticides-re
chances of contracting cancer. search tearr.: "What the long-

The study could have wide rami fica- term effect of these continuing 
tions since the Environmental Protection I low levels of pesticides will 
Agency acknowledges that the report is be on humankind, we just 
"a very good one." don't know." 

Conceivably, it could lead to rule Noting what damage can be 
changes curtailing the use of 2,4-0 - 60 done. the National Park Ser
million pounds of which is used in the vice, which up to now has 
United States each year, according to the doused its 334 parks with 
EPA. some 100,000 pounds of pes-

That's one facet of a problem initially tic ides a year, says it will 
recognized. in author Rachel Carson' s halve that amount. 
landmark book. "Silent Spring," which The service is also trying to 
alerted the world to the potential dangers use less-toxic compounds, 
of pesticides and herbicides. such as boric acid, as well as 

Only now is scientific research confirm- such "biological" means of 
ing a lot of people's worst fears - that control such as beetles and 
the problem is much more extensive and caterpillars. 
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. ~LENN P.HI LL I PS 
STATE OF MONTA~A 

. rEPT. OF FISH WILDLIFE 
'Q20 E. 6TH AVENUE 
HELENA, MT 59620 

& PARKS 

L 
FROZEN FISH: #97 

. ~U~CHASE O~DER NUMBER: 3827 
-

ifHLORINATED INSECTICIDE, PCB 

.' 

E.E.M 
'0.032 -.... 
0.013 
0.030 
0.33 
0.021 
O.O~l 

0.009 
LESS THAN 
LESS THAN 
0.005 
0.005 
LESS THAN 
LESS THAN 
LESS THAN 
LESS THAN 
LESS THAN 

0.005 
0.005 

0.01 
0.10 
0.005 
0.005 
0.005 

CHLORINATED INSECTICIDE, PCB, 

.. ' 

H B =#- 4ZX .. _ ... r"~~I~!>E.~(:'''i~ a 'n~~~ r~le~se 
S A t1tl~~> :e~rl,Y warning, " Region One 

t of",the.P.ep~rtment of Fisp, WIldlife. 
I ·and Parks reported last week that. 

. l1 traces oi~st!ddes,had been found1 

•. ~ ... -

t.Q.!1f.QUllil 
. DOE 

DOD 
DDT 
PCB 
DIELDRIN 
ALPHA-BHC 
BETA-t3HC 
LINDANE· 
HCB 
ENDRIN 
H.E. 
MIREX 
TOXAPHENE 
A,LPHA-CHLORDANE 
GAMr-1A-CHLORDANE 
NO ~~ A-C HLOR DANE 

I 
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in ~okaIiee.:salmon from Skidoo ~ay:; 
R E • 0:; t'lcithead Lake':",~~,-'l1W;.l.;~, "'~'f'-;:-.. r-""::~. '.-F''''.'-J-· ...... ~'i.~ .. ·: .. ~t~-;:t.,.~~.,··t ~~."{f-

:; ~~rolu tldq,ElOlogis( glenn .PNl!iI>s/; 
Jn~-:YWP,'$ ~office':in.· Helena:· saJd 
r~§~,-t§ ~{t;jt, a~~lYsis .·.C?(.Seve~' 
Koktm~~)aken,Ior testing In May 

l~~$bQ.~~:~,a~ck"~tof.i; IS', (jiffe:en,t; 
tcPlq:rin~~~thydrocarbo~_ .• ,c~m.~ 

~
~tffi;is;~fll{i:)!fg""~~K ~""~. f·l:~,>L 

. ~:i.P.!rt,-1~~~I~~rt9;£1~~ tl1!l~ m9st~ 
." of1hih~omwunds were presenUn: 

rthe:Hisb't . .at:: 1ev'eiS~"ji1sH'above
· (feJ'e2tJo~~,~tm1 ts:'·':A1E~-of :_ thE( t :c~mpo~t~cif.\.'r:eie .~t· ~9~pe!l ~r~ tI0nsi 

.; well below' the1evel' set tor safe 
[ h~~ ·;cO~#.~~p.~~~~'~; the • .repo:.t, 
; conclu9ea"t;"~~"··\I';"I"k.)i'·':' ::~ ':"~X' ~,t 
t:~::)~~;*~\::p.ot~,Jli~~~q\h-ing ~the; 
: wIn~::;:~e:: De'partme~~ .;Y'1l1 -do~ 
r add~tlonal.testirigof lake tx:out. :The! 
: lake·trout, or Macs,and bull trout; 
i feed,-:'l)ri kokanee:-Pesticlde' 
, conc'entrations can increase'as they' 
moye up through the food c.hain, ,;-:~ 
. '. A,.~ more detailed report of the, 
analysis' . of kokanee l1sted~· the: 
pre~ence 'of the lol.1owing 
cholorlnated. hydrocarbon, com-., 
poiinds~ , DDE, . PDD, DDT, PCB,~ 

, Dleldrrri~' Alpha-BEe," ·Beta·BHC/ 
t Lindane, HCB, Endrin, HE, Mirex, 

\ 
T ~ -~: ,.;, j., ;. --.' •. ,,' 1 f ~~: ,.. n 1 " ~ d' "';', .. "'A.at' .. ~~n.e,'_.i:i-.~ "::" ., __ ......... ,.:. a __ p' .• 

~ Gamm'a;'fhl.?r,d.~n~_ ,:an~ ·.N?n~ 
i Chlordane •. ;.~'."~:;~.,:,: :;", .~:l!._·~ :.J 
~:; Af1_~relfish!?rJ~~.ex~rt, ~ho.sa~ 
: the ,repor(J)Ut~~asked.to remlli~ I uni.dent!f!e~d!J~1.?i:·;~P.t'e flC~S: afe;~ 
,slgnlIl~~p.t.; .;rp'eY~'rYere, hig~ex:. ~~~ 
f anytb1rtg.-~t5e;""Tn~tnbiilatlon'Ofl 
~ aU- th~' diln-J'·,.·t think1s' '-oln "tOf 
l , . , ~. '. """'." - . - g , g, ., 
i ~ave jl~:;.:effe,ct:~n £!'..~,: sp.a~~~!l~i 
I abilifl:e.s ~!Jhe.f!~h':'I.;':~,~:ot:'li . ~~"'r.;!. '/' 

VOLUME 1, 2ND ED I T I ON, SEC Dlm[nlsl!lng'~spawnlng~ runs of 
· kokanee' fi-om Flathead Lake·have! 

l FDA PESTICIDE ANALYTICAL MANUAL, 
1110968, REVISED 1969-1983@ •... -

JOURNAL OF A. O. A. C., VOLUME 57, 
JOURNAL OF A. O. A. C., VOLUME 59, 

PAGES 168-172 (1974). 
PAGES 174-187 (1976). 

· been recorded in r~ent years. This 
),etr the run count was hIgher tha.n 
e'xpected, although some obse.rvers. 
have claimed that the Increased 
numbers may have been due to. 
closing the snagging season for 

"salmon 'on" their way" up the 
, Flathead . River. :,:Water, releases 
, from lIungry Horse pam,"atype of 
I fresht'ater:~ shr.1rriP, ·and"possible. 
: pest1Cfldt; .. conta~l.J},atlon' bav~ all 
! been\denttfled as possible causeso( 
, the smaller spawning numbers.] 
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. . .llCIa . surprIse,'. at tOXI';} " lr' ," s I.···C.,;:! 
HELENA (AP) - Initial findings small, . ' . .." •. cause some migration already had:: tember, destroying prime coUectiP{l·".I) 

from a delayed state Department of . In add.ition, he said T.ue~day; wild- ' started and threatened to upse~ ef~ ! areas for the birds,. he. said. T~e .::.l,;l ,~ 
Fish, Wildlife and Parks study sug- hfe ofjlclals were optimistic after forts lOtest only M. ontana bIrds,'!, floods also delayed ttte wmter whe~t ::, i '.~, 
gest pesticide contamination in Agriculture Department studies i!1di- Weigand said. :: . . 'i:planting, a crucial element in tl;le',,:: '.1 
waterfowl and game birds is still a cated a. m~~ked decr~ase, in the, Also, one collection site was.dry;: testing, since heptachlor is ~_W ~ :"!~:I 
potential health problem, an agency amount pesticides found In SOils. . . many birds had late broods and some ~' treat the crop, according to Weigand. '.:, ,'I 
official said. Tue~ay: . :'We don:t h~ve all, the answe~," birds ,Shot for te~ting were too smalll "':. :'Itwasn:t tha~' w~ . weren't .::l ! .. :~ 

"Preliminary indications are that We!gand said. T~ere s a lot of b~o-. he said. ;:-' ... , try1Og," he said, shakmg hiS head;:,,~',::::<1 . 
we will continue warnings," said logical' and environmental vana··· Low populations were the major :' Because the department was un.11l.-1·;.:;'1 
J OM Weigand, chief of the depart- . bles." ., problem in collecting game birds, he ,': ble to. test upland game birds th40;. ,~. ;, 
ment's research bureau. .' .. The prehlT!1na ry data showed pes-. said. Ravaged by two years, of ': year; the effort, will have to begin }i 1~1 

He was referring to warnings to tI~l~e levels of less t~an one part per drought and heavy grasshopper.:' again before the 198Thunting seaSQ~. ! l. 1 ;;, 
hunters about preparing and eating . millIon (ppm~ but stili more than the spraying, there were few pheasant, :~ he said, adding that testing of \Yat~r~ '," i :1 
waterfowl.and upland game birds 0.3 ppm c~nsldered acceptable f~r a. huns alld sharptail grouse to be .... fowl next year will (lepend on, the :;,;:., 
after tests m 1981 and 1982 showed el- 150-pound adult. by the U.S. Env!ron- found. "We didn't realize how serious .' final results of this faU's work .. ;.~'" .i. t·, 
evat~ levels of endrin and hepta- mental Protectlo~ Agency, he said. it was until Septemt>t;r," Weigand:" Weigand would not speculate PIl.:i.::.1 
chlor In the aOlmals. The tests were In the tests five years· ago, the said.. ," 'whether the warnings about con~rui; .:. ,j 
pro.mpted. ~fter farmers ~ the levels ranged from ~.2. ppm .to :2.56 On top of that, heavy rains caus~ . natedwaterfowl and game !:>irds .Will "'.~ 
tOXIC pestiCides to fight WireWOrmS ,ppm. . ; .' . ":. '.' flooding along the Hi-Line in late Scp- .:: be arQund a yea~ from now," ." ,''', ... ;' I 
and an infestation of army cutwormS The testmg was to begm 10 ml~-' , ',' ,:1'", ... ,' , " ',':. . I: i ,':,1. I ,:.<i i, I 
on about 100,000 acres of wheat. '. ~ugust and conclude a month late~ In , '~, :. In:·.~. ','P",',", :.: 'i.' .,/.' 1\ ;;,,;'·,)11 'rr' ;.:,,'''',. ;:, 

Weigand,whosaid the final report . tIme tor the.departmen.t to decide,' . '::,; ''':,';" ,""''';',.:: ,;;,:1:; ,'.'['j 
on the latest round of testing will be ' whe~her. to Issue warnmgs. ~fore. . ~~ . IIJ) COUPON SAVINGS' ,~, • i i J. '. 
ready. in about two ~ee.ks, expressed.: hunting ~gan. The agency I,llanned ~ , .. ~}~I·I't~l! ',i, ,!;~ 
surpnse at the conpnumg high level: to spend about $lO,(lOO colJectmg and, . ... '-~ illM4 ' . ':": !. 
of pt:sticides ~ound in about 40 water-.: t~stmg 70 wat~rfowland. 30 game 11,,'. . A 'WA LLPA PER .<; : /',' , ! t ;';1 j "I 
fowl tested thiS fall. "birds., .' '.' c' '-l..~ .~ , .' • I .. ·T'l.' 1 

Tentative results indicate either : ~u~ th~ project ~n mto so many ~~~ BUY 1 SINGle ROLL IN-STOCK PATTERN '::' U,i::{ 
endrin is still in use or the substance delays that the department has.,col- 4f.lifl ': " ,:" ' 'I'~ 
is not disappearing from the environ- : lected .onl! 40. wate~owJ i a~d: no GET ONE" '.' ", ' I" ., . 
ment as quickly as fish and ga~ of- , game birds, Weigand sal? " . .. • , . ..;, SINGLE ROLL' FREE. .,1":1 
ficials had hoped, he said. . The problems began Im.methatel~ ~;~ . ..4" Illi'''-' ,'. '. ,:' WITH lHlS COUPON', ,.". ;/'~I" '. 

Weigand had said in August that: when a waterfo~l collectl.on .permlt "~ ""~ . . It:>{ 
he expected to find liule evidence of tram the U.S. Fish and Wildlife was. , ;,t WALLPAPER WORLD ";';:1;; 
endrin or heptachlor because the delayed for two weeks. The 'Qelay "" ;~~. . !:'. 3434 TENTH AVE. SO •• 454-3506 " '1'< 
slate canceled endrin's ~egistration shortened the COIl,eClIon pme~,: ~I'I;, . :';1 
m 19&3 and banned heptachlor sales, ,,' . :" .. ,,: .• " '; .j·.1 
in October 1985. F~rmers have been . !, 'j ., "'i~-" ',' ,:; :.; .• f,' •. :;::'" r'~ 
allowed to use eXistIng stocks, but 1" : ,.:1 

• .. i '\ the amounts were thotlght to. be , ",'. ", ' ' ,. _' ". I}';!' ' " '. i ':1 :;, 
'. ," .. .., , . :. . ~ I .IJ , ',. 1.' ' . . • 'I . 

~. . ; ,~.~-. 1,,1.. . ' .. ',' ,.,::t !, :.~.~, 
_. ___ ~__ • , ••• " Jt·, ' " ",' • j 

• ',~ • • ":1 • • ~ r ~ . :.- I'} , • . ,. . .' ~ 1. 

'-': .', .! .. ~:~ .. ",., ~~' ""',:,,'~':' ·····l 

•. - 'V"·· .. '1""" ~ '" ". "1 "·:1,. 

.,~ . I' 
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PROJECT BUDGET - FY 88 (For projects approved in FY 87) 

Surcharge, Collection: 

Estimated Revenue 

Expenditures: 
-Advisory council 

.25 FTE 
Committed ?rojects 

Total Remaining for 
new projects FY 87/88 

-:'"'_: $? 5 Or? 0 IJ T 

--~~2~' ana J --, .. , , 
~ , .. 

~ .. , 
• $375,000 , 

• , 
• 

$250,000 " 

$125,000 

$ 00 . I 

$125,000.00 

10,000.00 
5,000.0') 

78,913.00 

$ 31,187.00 

, Anticipated Requests f 
.. _, _ ~~- Grant F~nding ,_I .. , .. 

86 87 88 89 90 - 95 96 
FISCAL YEAR 

I 

Figure 1: Available Revenue VS Requests for Grants. 
Available revenue by fiscal year is indic~ted by bars 
and acticipated requests for funds by the dashed line. 

The problem we have is from 1988 through 1995, or until 
the interest income from the permanenet trust Is available. 
The shortfall during this period cones at a time when 
interest in the program is high . 
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Eontana's Noxious v:eed Trust Fund 
and Cooperative Weed rvlanagement Programs 

Introduction: 

The Noxious Weed Trust Fund Act was approved by the 1985 
Hontana legislature. The purpose 0:: the act is two-fold: (1) To 
provide technical and financial assistance to cooperative weed 
management projects; and (2) To establish a permanent trust fund 
for continuation of the weed management effort. The Trust Fund 
is administered through the State Department of Agriculture. 

Fundinq: 

Initial funcing for the Trust fund was from a $1 million 
dollar grant through Montana's Resource Indemnity Trust· Fund 
(RIT). Half of the grant was used to establish the permanent 
trust account and half was used to fund top-r9nked weed proposals 
submitted under the RIT progam. 

The trust fund and weed management· programs will be 
perpetuated by a 1 percent herbicide surcharge. This tax will 
generate an estimated $250,000.00 annually, half of which builds 
the permanent trust account and half funds grant requests for 
cooperative weed managment projects. Within 10 years, the trust 
fund is expected to reach $2.5 million. The interest income 
generated from this fund, in acdition to the herbicide surcharge, 
will provide an estimated $500,000.00 annually to help fund weed 
education a~d control programs in the state. 

Application Proceedure: 

~ Money is issued on a cost-share basis to counties or 
community action groups that submit a grant request: The grant 
application period is from November l to December 15. All 
requests are reviewed by the Noxious Weed Advisory Council. This 
council is composed of eight members representing various 
interests' in the state: Donna Pratt, crop; Char~es Hahnkamp, 
livestock; Jim Richard, sportsman/wildlife; Joe Widhalm, 
dealer/applicator; Martha Dow, consumer( Bob Tho"ft', "biocontrol;· 
Wayne Pearson, Montana Need Control Association; and John Teigan, 
at large member. Keith Kelly, Director of Dept. of Ag., ~erves 
as chairman of the committee. Application forms for the grants 
can be obtained from Celestine Lacey, Department of Agriculture, 
Capitol Station, Helena, NT 59620. 
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The chemicals used in forestry may 
have direct or indirect effects or no 
effect on anadromous fish. Direct 
effects require that the organism and 
the chemical come in physical con
tact. Once in contact, the chemical 
must be taken up by the organism and 
moved to the site of biochemical 
action where the chemical must be 
present in an active form at a con
centration high enough to cause a 
biological effect (fig. 1). Direct 
chemical effects can be evaluated 
by using traditional concepts of 
toxicology and dose-response 
relation·ships. 

ii'" A DIRECT CHEMICAL EFFECT REQUIRES: 
·i·...J{ 1. DIRECT PHYSICAL CONTACT WITH THE CHEMICAL 
w) 2. UPTAKE BY THE ORGANISM. 
W 3. MOVEMENT TO THE BIOCHEMICAL 

SITE OF ACTION. 
4. RESIDENCE ATTHE SITE OF ACTION IN 

I SUFFICIENT QUANTITY AND IN A TOXIC -
D<<EC.T FORM TO CAUSE AN EFFECT. 
E"=T 

Figure l.--A direct chemical effect 
requires that a chain of events takes 
place, including direct contact 
between the organism and the chemical, 
uptake of the chemical and its 
movement to the biochemical site of 
action, and residence at the site of 
action in an active form, in 

. sufficient quantity and long enough 
for a direct effect to occur. 

Indirect effects result from 
chemically induced modification of the 
habitat, rather than from the direct 
interaction between the chemical and 
the organism. Examples of indirect 
effects are insecticide-induced de
creases in the biomass of terrestrial 
or aquatic insects resulting in a 
decrease in the supply of food for 
anadromous fish, and reduction in 
cover, shade, and sources of food 
from riparian vegetation as a result 
of ' herbicide deposition in a 
streamside zone. 

DIRECT CHEMICAL 
EFFECTS 

One of the hazards of using chemi
cals in the forest is the risk of 
direct adverse toxic effects on 
nontarget organisms. The two factors 
that determine the degree of hazard 
are the toxicity of the chemical and 
the likelihood that nontarget orga
nisms will be exposed to toxic doses. 
Toxicity alone does not make a chem
ical hazardous, exposure to a toxic 
dose must also occur. Therefore, an 
adequate hazard assessment requires 
equal consideration of both the like
lihood of exposure and the toxicity of 
the chemical (Norris 1971a, Sanders 
1979) . 

-TOXICITY IN AQUATIC SPECIES 

,Acute toxicity is the fairly rapid 
response of organisms to a few, 
relatively large doses of chemical 
administered over a short period of 
time. Chronic toxicity is the slow or 
delayed response of organisms to many. 
relatively small doses of chemical 
administered over a long period of 
time. The kind of response (acute or 
chronic) depends on the magnitude of 
the dose and the duration of exposure. 

EXPOSURE IN THE 
AQUA TIC ENVIRONMENT 

Aquatic organisms may come in 
direct contact with a chemical in 
water, sediment, or food. The rate 
and method of application and behavior 
of the chemical in the environment 
determine both i:he level and the length 
of time any particular chemical will 
be in one or more of the~e three 
compartments. 

. .... 
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Chemicals in Water 

Chemicals may enter water by one 
or more of the following routes: 
direct application, drift', mobili
zation in ephemeral stream channels, 
overland flow, and leaching. Each 
route of entry results in a different 
level and duration of entry and, 
therefore, a different magnitude and 
duration of exposure. The degree to 
which any particular route of entry 
operates depends on the nature of the 
application, characteristics of the 
chemical, and characteristics of the 
area treated. 

Many forest chemicals are aerially 
applied by either fixed- or rotary
wing aircraft, although a large 
proportion of herbicides are applied 
by ground-based equipment such as 
hand-held nozzles fed from either 
high- or low-pressure pumping systems, 
backpack sprayers, air-blast sprayers, 
direct stem-injec tion equipm-ent, -or, 
occasionally, by scattering of pel
letized chemical by hand (table 2). 
Aerial applications in or near aquatic 
zones present the greatest probability 
of introducing chemicals into the 
aquatic environment by either direct 
application or drift. Aerial appli
cations away from aquatic zones do not 
offer any greater opportunity for 
chemical entry into water than any 
other type of application. Chemicals 
that are applied in or near aquatic 
zones with ground-based equipment can 
also enter streams by direct appli
cation and drift. 

Direct application and drift are 
physical processes that are largely 
independent of the chemical properties 
of the material being applied. The 
principal variables are vertical and 
horizontal distance between the points 
of application and the exposed waters, 
physica~ characteristics of the 
material being applied (droplet or 
pellet size and characteristics of the 
carrier), atmospheric conditions (wind 
speed and direction, relative humidity, 
and temperature), and type of appli-

6 
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cation equipment and tli8O'ptmf'ti~::z(2 Z'i 
parameters. The concepts, principles, 
and practice of aerial application of 
pesticides are presented in a series 
of five papers (by Maksymiuk, 
Jasumback, McComb, and Witt) in the 
proceedings of a pesticide appli-
cators' training course (Capizzi and 
Witt 1971), the proceedings of a 
workshop on behavior and assessment of 
pesticide-spray application (Roberts 
1976), and a USDA handbook (U.S. 
Department of Agriculture 1976). 

Direct Application to Surface Waters 

Direct application is the route 
most likely to introduce Significant 
quantities of chemicals into surface 
waters. It has the potential to 
produce the highest concentrations 
and, therefore, cause the most 
pronounced acute toxic effects. The 
duration of entry and the subsequent 
duration of exposure, however, will be 
brief--a few minutes to a few days 
(Norris and Moore 1971, Norris 1978). 
Concentrations that result depend on 
the rate of application and the ratio 
of stream-surface area to volume. The 
persistence of the chemical in the '" 
application zone depends on the length 
of the stream treated, the velocity of 
streamflow, and the hydrologic 
characteristics of the stream 
channel. The concentration of 



introduced chemicals normally 
decreases rapidly with downstream 
movement because of dilution and the 
interaction of the chemical with 
various physical and biological 
components of the stream system. 

Drift From Nearby Spray Areas· , 

Drift from nearby spray areas is 
similar to direct application except 
that peak concentrations are lower and 
the pro~bility of impacts on stream 
organisms is reduced. Accidental 
drift of chemical from nearby spray 
areas to stream surfaces is a likely 
means of chemical entry into surface 
waters, but one that can be minimized 
through .careful selection of chemical _ 
formulations, carriers, and equipment, 
and attention to atmospheric and 
operating conditions. 

Mobilization in Ephemeral Stream Charnels 

Ephemeral stream channels are 
difficult to see from the air and may 
be sprayed along with the rest of the 
area. The problem may be more acute 
during aerial applications, because 
ground applications usually provide 
greater opportunity for avoiding these 
areas. Residues remaining in ephemeral 
stream channels are available for 
mobilization by the expanding stream 
systeQ (described by Hewlett and 
Hibbert 1967) that develops during 
heavy precipitation. This process 
probably accounts for increases in 
chemicals occasionally observed in 
streams during the first storms after 
application (Norris 1967, Norris et 
a1. 1978, 1982). 

Overland Flow 

Overland flow occurs infrequently 
on most forest lands because the 
infiltration capacity of the forest 
floor and soil is usually far greater 
than rates of preCipitation (Rothacher 
and Lopushinsky 1974). Bare and 
heavily compacted soil may yield 

surface runoff, but these areas are 
not widespread and would seldom be 
treated with forest chemicals. 

Leaching 

Leaching of chemicals through the 
soil profile is a process of major 
public concern, but it is the least 
likely to occur in forest environ
ments. Most chemicals used in 
forestry are relatively immobile in 
soil. Intense leaching can move 
chemicals a few centimeters 'to 1 m in 
depth, but these distances are short 
In comparison to distances between 
treated areas and streams (Norris 
1971b). Most forest chemicals do not 
persist long enough for significant 
leaching to occur. , 

The various routes of chemical 
entry in·to streams result in widely 
different degrees of exposure to 
aquatic organisms. Direct application 
and drift are likely to result in the 
highest concentrations of chemicals in 
water, but persistence is brief. 
Mobilization in ephemeral stream 
channels and overland flow are asso
ciated with periods of significant 
precipitation; therefore, the concen
trations in the water will be substan
tially less than those resulting from 
direct applications, although the 
duration of exposure may be slightly 
longer. Leaching (if it occurs) can 
introduce only small amounts of 
chemical into the stream, although the 
pr,occess could be prolonged. 

The degree to which anyone of 
these routes of entry is involved 
depends on t~e properties of both the 
chemical and the environment. 
Properties of the chem~cal (such as 
vapor pressure or solubility in water) 
and the properties of the environment 
(such as temperature, moisture, and 
soil characteristics) interac't to 
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Information on rates and methods 
of application and carriers for 
pesticides are in the "Oregon Weed 
Control Handbook" (Whitesides 1981), 
the "Oregon Insec t Contro 1 Handbook" 
(Capizzi and Fisher 1977), and 
"Pesticide Uses for Forestry. "'}..1 

HERBICIDES 
2,4-0 

2,4-D is one member of a large 
family of phenoxy herbicides which 
have been reviewed by the National 
Research Council of Canada '(1978) and 
Norris (1981). The most extensively 
used herbicide in forestry, 2,4-D is 

--'formulated as water-soluble amine 
salts for direct stem injection or as 
esters that are usually dissolved in 
diesel oil or emulsified in water for 
aerial or ground application to foliage 
or bark. Rates of application between 
1.12 and 4.48 kg/ha are common. More 
specific information on the use of 
this herbicide is reviewed by National 
Forest Products Association (see 
footnote 3) and Ne~~on (1981). 

Behavior in the Envi"onment 

The physical-chemical properties 
of the acid, salt, and ester forms of 
2,4-D are pertinent because the 
herbicide may be in the environment in 
any of these forms. It is usually 
applied as the ester, but is rapidly 
hydrolized under most circumstances to 
either the acid or the salt form, 
depending on the pH of the environment 
(Paris et a1. 1975, National Research 
Council of Canada 1978, Norris 1981). 

.2lunpublished report, "Pesticide 
uses for forestry." prepared by Nat!. 
For. Prod. Assoc., Washington, D.C., 
1980. 

DATE d-'f-8Z 
HB_ -:#=-..;!.z.Z 

ceq 

The acid of 2,4-D is soluble to 
about 900 mg/liter at 25 °C in 
water. The dimethy1amine salt of 
2,4-D is extremely soluble in water 
(300 g/lOO g) and other polar 
solvents, such as alcohols and 
ketones, but it has low solubility in 
kerosene and diesel oil. Many 2,4-D 
esters are available; those commonly' 
used in forestry are low in water 
solubility (less than 500 mg/liter) 
but are very soluble in organic 
solvents and oils. The acid and salt 
forms of 2,4-D have negligible vapor 
pressure,which means they are not 
very volatile. The va~or pressure of 
esters varies from 10- mmHg 
(high-volatile esters) to 10-6 mmHg 
(low-volatile esters). 

The methyl, ethyl, propyl, 
isopropyl, butyl,andamyl esters are 
called high-volatile esters. They are 
not used in forestry. Propylene 
glycol butyl ether (PGBE), isooctyl, 
butoxyethyl, 2-ethyl hexyl, and 
propylene glycol esters (and others of 
similar properties) are called low
volatile esters and are commonly used 
in forestry. House et al. ,~/ 
National Research Council of Canada 
(1978), and Weed Science Society of 
America (1979) review the physical
chemical properties of 2,4-D in 
more detail. 

2,4-D persists in soil for only 
short periods. Research reviewed by 
House et al. (see footnote 4) indi
cates microbial decomposition is 
the predominant process of 2,4-D 
disappearance from soil. Environ
mental factors that favor rapid 
microbial metabolism ~lso favor the 
disappearance of 2,4-D from forest 
floor and s~il. Recent research 
reviewed by National Research Council 
of Canada (1978) and Norris (1981) 
support these conc1u~ions. 

~/Unpublished final report,· 
"Assessment of ecological effects of 
extensive or repeated use of 
herbicides," by W. G. House, L. H. 
Goodson, H. M. Gadberry, and K. W. 
Dockter, Contract DARC l5-68-C-Oll9, 
Advanced Res. Proj. Agency, Dep. 
Defense, Midwest Res. Inst. Proj. 
3103-B, Kansas City, Mo., 1967. 
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Testimony on HB 478 
February 9, 1987 

Montana 

Audubon Legislative Fund 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, 

My name is Janet Ellis and I'm here today representing the 
Montana Audubon Legislative Fund. The Audubon Fund is composed 
of 9 chapters of the National Audubon Society and represents 2500 
members in the state. 

The Audubon Fund opposes HB 478. 

Pesticides can be very dangerous. For that reason the 
state and federal government have set up a system for testing, 
registering,~using, training applicators, etc. - a system 
designed to take as may precautions possible when dealing with 
substances that are- frequently toxic. 

Weed Disricts, because they use these often highly toxic 
chemicals, have found it difficult~ if not impossible, to obtain 
liabili ty insurance. Wi thou t insurance ,-----they have grea tly reduced 
their fight against weeds. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

While we appreciate the situation Weed Districts find themselves 
in, we cannot support HB 478. Toxic pesticides can cause severe I 
problems when misused - intentionally orunintentionally.- - Those 

"problems" range from death to spontaneous abortions to cancer. 
The public, our wildlife, and Weed District employees can all be 
impacted by misuse of pesticides. It would be a grave mistake to 
grant Weed Districts immunity from liability for negligent acts. 

The Audubon Fund supports the "war on weeds" that Montana 
needs to continue. In our serach for ~solution to Weed District 
insurance problems we have only come up with one possible solution: 
certain pesticides are either non-toxic or have a low toxicity. 
Couldn't Weed District and insurance companies reach some middle 
ground by seeking out "low risk" chemicals that could be used Q.! 
requiring certain precautionary measures be taken before a more 
toxic chemical can be applied? Weed Districts could then get insurance 
if certain guidelines were followed. 

Applying pesticides is a serious business because of the 
associated hazards. It would be wrong to exempt Weed Districts 
from liabili ty laws. because they deal wi th- Iha~Id0il!,,"!"4-Q(~-4!3$--ts. 
~rnsurance companles care Qneugh abotit Honcana ~ ~MaWS:t:'ts 
~are enough Bbeut getting their work done, these groHps can 
hopefully find a solution to this problem. ~-q'b 

We urge you to vote "Do Not Pass" on HB ~. . ... 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
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SECTION 1. 

Client hereby retains and employs attorney to represent him in 

prosecuting his claim against~. and4:~*g*j{B%Ji!b, 

resulting from ~i~aiiSi¥###¥"b¥¥f#~ 

. Ci£t$'if4P2¥t~mtQ!¥:'44~=**¥*14i¥41Af$:m:a". 
Client empowers 

attorney to compromise the claim, with the consent of client, and to file 

such legal action as may be advisable in attorney's judgment. 

SECTION 2. ATTORNEY'S FEES 

Client shall pay to attorney, as attorney's fee for such representa

tion, 33% of the net recovery for the claim described above, if settled 

prior to trial; 40% of the net recovery for the claim described above, 

for amounts recovered subsequent to the time of commencement of trial 

, in a district court; and 50% of the net recovery fer the claim described 

above, for amounts recovered subsequent to the time of the filing of a 

notice of appeal from a final district court judgment. 

SECTION 3. COSTS AND OTHER EXPENSES 

Costs, necessary disbursements, and reasonable personal and 
, .. 

travel expenses incurred by attorney in advancing client's cause are to 

be borne by clienl and may be advanced by attorney, wlth relmburse

ment to be made from the gross proceeds of any recovery. 

SECTION 4. ATTORNEY'S LIEN 

Attorney is given a lien on the claim or cause of action I on any 

sum recovered by way of settlement, and on any judgment that may be 

recovered, for the sum and share mentioned above, as his fee; and 

attorney shall have all general, possessory, or retaining Hens, and aU 

special or charging liens known to the common law. Computation of the 

,', 

" ' 

. " 



amount of the lien will be made after deducting 

recovery and returning to attorney any costs or ~?.}ll~~ ~penses ad-

vanced by him, as herein provided. 

SECTION 5. EMPLOYMENT OF EXPERTS AND INVESTIG¥1'ORS 

Attorney may, with the consent of client employ experts to examine 

and report to attorney the 'facts concerning client's claim. Fees charged 

by such expe~ts may be advanced by attorney and charged against the 

recovery on the claim :,:.. ~r~;',nc~~osts., ~'~ .. , _ -t' ,.0: t'I, .... 
SECTION 6. ASSOCIATE COUNSEL .' ~~ 

Attorney may in his discr€tion . employ associate. couns~ assist 

him in prosecuting client's claim, at attorneJ's expense. 

SECTION 7. RETENTION OF ATTORN EYJS. ,FEES,' AND-·ADVANCED 

COSTS FROM SETTLEMEN'~'PROCEEDS 

Attorney may receive the settlement or judgment amount and' may 

retain therefrom his percentage attorney's fee pursuant to Section 2. 

Before disbursing the remainder to cleint, he may deduct therefrom the 

amount of costs and expenses advanced as provided in Sections 3 and 

5. 

SECTION 8. FAVORABLE OUTCOME NOT WARRANTED 

Attorney makes no warranties or representations concerning the 

successful termination of this claim or the favorable outcome of any 

legal action that may be filed. 

SECTION 9. FEE CHARGES TO CLIENT CONTINGENT ON RECOVERY 

In the event no recovery is obtained on the claim. that comprises 

the subject matter of this agreement, attorney will make no charges for 

his time, services or fees. Cl1e~t shall, however, be responsible to 

reimburse attorney for all advances made under Sections 3 and 5. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, attorney and client have executed this 

agreement on the day and year first above written. 

.,' . ',. . . ". 
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II LIMIT ON ATTORNEY CONTINGENCY FEES II 
A. SUMMARY - REVERSE SLIDING SCALE CONTINGENCY FEES - H8 522 

The bi II's major provisions are for the statutory regulation of 
contingency fees by a reverse sl iding scale contingency fee schedule. 
The percentage allowed decreases as the amount of the court award or 
settlement increases, but is not so restrictive as to small or 
moderate recoveries that it hampers the abi I ity of injured parties to 
obtain legal representation. 

B. POLICY REASONS FOR LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL 

The general 
and contingency 

objectives of legislation 
fees in particular are: 

concerning attorney fees 

• to protect claimants from having their recoveries directly 
diminished by high contingency fees thus increasing the amount of the 
premium dollar paid out to them, and at the same time having an impact 
on the number of claims proceeding to court. 

• the abo v ere a son i s e s p e cia I I 'I imp 0 r tan t i f 0 the r tor t 
reform legislation could have the tendency to diminish the amount of 
compensation paid to injured parties; the proposal would thus cause 

,) the legal profession to bear part of the cost of the insurance problem 
- not the claimant - but only to the extent that attorneys are 
currently being overcompensated, thus rei ieving some of the concerns 
over the high cost of such insurance or its very unavailability 

• to relate attorney fees more to the amount of legal work and 
expense involved in handl ing a case, as we I I as the special needs of 
the patient - such as in the case of a m i no r -- and less to the 
fortui ty of the plaintiff's economic status and degree of injury. 

• to give strength to the accepted precept that the proper 
determination of legal fees is central to the efficient administration 
of justice and the maintenance of public confidence in the bench and 
the bar 

• to help insure that an attorney does not obtain a "windfall" 
simp I 'I be c a use his 0 r her c lie n tis ve r 'I s e rio us I yin j u red and 
guaranteeing that the most seriously in.>ured plaintiffs will retain 
the I ion's share of any recovery secured on their behal f 

C. SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE OF LINK WITH DOWNWARD IMPACT ON PREMIUMS 

The legislation has been shown to have a "downward impact" on 
premiums, i.e. the savings could be real ized in the form of increases 
which are not as large as previously, and would not necessarily result 
in lower premiums, which no form of legislation can assure. 
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An actuarial survey undertaken by an independent actuarial firm 
at the request of the American Medical Association indicated a total 
savings in premiums of 9°10 of the premium dollar from legislation 
implementing a sliding scale contingency fee system. 1 

Danzon and Lillard found that instituting a limit on lawyers fees 
reduced the percentage of cases dropped by five percentage points 
(i .e. lowered the plaintiff's asking price', reduced the fraction of 
cases I itigated to verdict by 1.5 percentage points, and decreased 
settlement size by 9 percent.2 

It is important to understand that plaintiffs can receive the 
same amount or more under reduced settlements where the amount of 
attorney fees are reduced. 

Major authorities have urged such measures as a sl iding scale 
contingency fee system. The American Bar Association's 1977 
Commission on Medical Professional Liabi I ity supported the concept of 
sliding scale contingency fee regulation. :3 

Strong support for such a concept was voiced by the 1973 study of 
the 0 epa r t me n t 0 f He a I t h, Ed u cat ion and We I far e : 

"The Commission recommends that courts adopt 
appropriate rules and that al I states enact 
legislation requiring a uniform graduated scale 
of contingency fee rates in al I medical 
malpractice I itigation. The contingent fee 
scale should be one in which t~e fee rate decreases 
as the recovery amount increases." 4 

II D. CONSTITUTIONALITY OF LEGISLATION 

Attorney fee I imitations are not unusual Twenty-six states have 
some form of statutory I imitation or court rule control on lawyer 

November 22/29, 1985. American Medical News, p. 19. AMA General 
Co u n s e I ' s 0 f f ice c omm iss ion 0 f act u a ria I sur v e y by Mill i ma n & 
Robertson, Inc, New York. Survey: Actuarial Analysis of American 
Medical Association Tort Reform Proposals, September, 1985. 
2 Danzon, Patricia M. and Lee A. Lillard, "Settlement Out of Court: 
The Disposition of Medical Malpractice Claims," Journal of Legal 
Studies, Vol. XII, No.2, June, 1983, PI? 345-77. 
3 American Bar Association. 1977 Report On The Commission On Medical 
Professional Liability. p. 150-151. The Report was rejected by the 
full American Bar Association House in 1977. The recommendation 
supported a court-ordered decreasing maximum schedule for contingency 
fees, provided "that such schedule should not be so restrictive, 
particularly with respect to small to moderate recoveries, that it 
hampers the abi I ity of injured patients to obtain legal 
representation." 
4 Department of HEW. 
Malpractice. 1973, p. 

R'eport Of The Secretary's Commission On Medical 
34-5. 
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cont i ngency 

civil cases 

fees in personal 

o r jus t me d i c a I 
injury cases, whether 

iability cases. 

applicable to a I I 

Montana statutes regulate the amount of attorney fees payable in 

estate proceedings, and use a sliding scale approach. 

Likewise, the Federal Tort Claims Act limits fees to 25% of a 
judgment or settlement obtained after a court action has been filed, 
and 20 % of any recovery obtained prior to such fi ling. 5 

The Social Security Act authorizes reasonable fees not in excess 
of 25% of the claimant's recover. 6 

The Veterans Benefi t Act contains a 
for anyone representing the claimant. 7 

imit of Ten Dollars (S10.00) 

Regulation of attorney fees has been challenged as violating a 
wide range of constitutional rights. The validity of such legislative 
regulation of attorney fees is well-established in the courts. 

The United States Supreme Court has upheld, against due process 
of law challenges, a federal statute I imiting contingent fee 
recoveries to 20% of the amount recovered. Calhoun v Massie (1920), 
253 U.S. 170,40 S. ct. 474,64 L.Ed. 843. The California Supreme 
Court recently upheld a sl iding scale contingency fee statute against 
a due process of law challenge in Roa v Lodi Medical Group. Inc., 695 
P.2d 164 (Cal. 1985) Many other states have also upheld limits on 
contingency fees. 

Only 011e court has sustained an attack on contingency fee limits 
on equal protection grounds. Carson v Maurer, 120 N.H. 925, 424 A.2d 
825,838-839 (N.H. 1980)(court overturned contingency fee sliding 
scale I imited to medical malpractice cases on the grounds that 
regUlation only in that area would make such cases less attractive to 
the plaintiff's bar and consequently would at least somewhat deter the 
litigation of legitimate causes of action, thus creating a potential 
impediment to injured individuals' access to courts and co~nsel). 

Nei ther the I imi ted nature of 
grounds (because of the passage of 

the statute nor 
Initiative 30) 

the consti tutional 
present in the New 

Hampsh ire case are present wi th the proposed leg is I at ion. 

j 
Prepared by the Montana Medical Association, II LEGISLATIVE 

2021-11th Ave., Helena, Montana 59601, G. Srial' PROPOSALS
Z ins, Execut i ve 0 i rector, 406-443-4000. 

ATTORNEY FEES 
2/87 

5 28 U.S.Ca sec. 2678. 
6 42 U.S.C. sec 406(b)(I) 
7 38 U.S.C. sec 3404. Although this provision has previously been 

II 
I 

" upheld as constitutional, the U.S. Supreme Court currently has a case 
which might cause reversal of previous opinions. 
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LAW FIRM OF 
C.L. OVERFELT 
RANDALL O. SKORHEIM 
GENERAL·TRIAL PRACTICE 

February 11, 1987 
121 FOURTH STREET NORTH ~~ 
EXECUTIVE PLAZA. SUITE 2E 
GREAT FALLS. MONTANA 59401·2570 
TELEPHONE (406) 727·4600 

secretary Renee Podell 
Judiciary Committee 
State Capitol 
Helena, Montana 59620 

Re: House Bill 522 

Dear Secretary Podell: 

I am submitting herein my prepared statement in opposition to 
House Bill 522. I was a registered witness at the hearing on 
Monday, February 9',1987. 

The mischief with House Bill 522 lies in the far end of the 
scale. By restricting attorney fees on the larger awards it 
severely limits effective legal representation to those most in 
need of the contingent fee and most unable to. pay for their 
representation on an hourly basis the catastrophically 
injured - the quadriplegic, the severely burned victim - etc, 
etc. The lifetime medical expense for these victims alone can 
run into several millions of dollars. 

The other objectional aspect of this Bill is that it interferes 
with the free enterprise system and the marketplace. This Bill 
for no legitimate public policy reason would single out attorneys 
and restrict their income. This makes no more sense than a Bill 
that would restrict and limit the fees that a doctor, dentist, 
commodity broker, farmer, motel operator, artist, etc., etc. 
would have. I object to it from this point of view but most 
importantly I object to the fact that it limits the rights of 
injured persons to effective legal representation. 

One further comment. Over the years I have represented about 
every walk of life in the practice of law. I have found that the 
majority of business type of clients are the first ones to seek 
legal representation via means of the contingent fee agreement. 
For example, breach of contract suits, collection work, business 
interference, etc. I think the good members of this committee 
will find that the very people advocating this Bill are the very 
same ones who will seek out an attorney to work on a contingent 
fee basis rather. than pay an attorney on an hourly basis. I 
would suggest therefore to be fair to all of a lawyer'S 
potential clients that the Bill encompass all law suits of 
whatsoever nature. Amusingly, the act excludes its very proponents. 

I am enclosing herein an excellent article that appeared in Case 
& Comment that discusses many other aspects of the contingent fee 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

i 



secretary Renee Podell 
February 11, 1987 
Page 2 

agreement. 

Thanking you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

OVERFELT LAW FIRM 

C L ()(~IY--
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C.L. Overfelt r 
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"by C. L. MIKE SCHMIDT . 

In this age of liability insurance crises and 
active tort reform movements, numerous pro
posals have been put forth to reform the 
American system of compensating tort and 
personal injury victims to correct perceived 
abuses in that system and to enhance the 
availability and aft'ordability of liability insur
ance. One of these proposals is aimed at a 
personal injury plaintiff's right of access to the 
courthouse and right to competent legal 'coun
sel. That proposal seeks either the elimination 
of contingency fee contracts or the reduction of 
such contracts to rates so low that it becomes 
economically unfeasible for lawyers to under
take representation on that basis. 

The Case for the Contingency Fee 
The contingency fee legal contract was born 

in America during the early days of the indus
trial revolution. Such contracts were designed 
to serve two functions. The first function was 
to enable persons who could not afford counsel 
or the expenses of a lawsuit to retain a lawyer 
and go to court. This access to the courts and 
legal representation for meritorious claimants, 
regardless of their income or financial worth, is 
the primary policy justification for contingency 
fee contracts. 

2 

The sheer economics of the legal practice 
dictates that, if an attorney has to charge a client 
of limited means an hourly fee and his ability 
to collect that fee is questionable in many cases, 
the attorney is simply not going to undertake 
such representation. In personal injury cases the 
better attorneys are going to be forced out of the 
area of representation of personal injury plain
tift's and into other areas of the law in which 
clients can afford to pay higher houdy fees and 
in which the collection of a fee is certain. Lower 
or middle income clients who are forced to 
compete for attorneys' services on an hourly 
basis with insurance companies, business con
cerns, and others with more substantial resourc
es ultimately will receive poorer quality legal 
services, if such services can be obtained at all. 

The contingency fee furthers the availability 
of legal services and access to solid professional 
services on a system-wide basis in addition to 
furthering such goals on an individual-client 
basis. In cases on a contingency fee basis when 
the client is unsuccessful, the attorney receives 
little or no fee. Such cases would be analogous 
to the situation of a lender making bad loans. 
An attorney who could not in some manner 
compensate for such bad loans of his service 
would, of economic necessity, be forced to 

Case & Comment 
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. ance and, to J~·exteut t . is 
demonstratecf,"'i? a e Cost 0 contraven
ing the public policies in favor of availability of 
competent legal counsel to tort plaintiffs, re
gardless of wealth. 

Frivolous Suits 
The tirst abuse of the contingency fee often 

mentioned in support of proposals to restrict or 
do away with such fees is the argument that 
contingency fees spawn frivolous or non-merito-

restrict the availability of such services in order rious litigation. Although this charge has never 
to try to avoid encountering such "bad debts". been statistically demonstrated by any of its 

. The Contingency fee arrangement enables the proponents in the many years it has been-made, 
attorney to realize ~ufficient income from his theoretically at least there is some truth to this 
"good loans" ofsel'\'iees to of set his "bad loans" allegation. By making legal services more availa-

. of such services and still remain profitable. The ble and aft'ordable, contingency fees are ileces
rates_of return of bOth the lender and the sarily going to lead to an increase in al(types 
attorney are subject to reason~ble societal of litigation, both of. meritorious claims and' . ~ 
norms. The lender is subject to usury lawS and . non-meritorious claims.. If access to the ~utt- 1 
the 'attorney, sim.ilarly~ is subject to statutory, house is broadened, people are going to J,ltijize. 'i 

. ethical, and judicial limitations on the reasona- that access more frequently for all purposes. A 
bleness of the contingency fee in the context of necessary by-product of such broadened access 
an individual client. Such regulations, however, is an increase, to some extent, in frivolous 
still permit a sufficiently adequate return to claims. 
permit both the lender and the attorney to This necessary price for broadened access to 
remain economically solvent while still making the courthouse, however, does not justify de
loans of money or legal services. struction of the contingency fee system. Such 

Increasing verdicts in personal injury cases destruction would, in aU probability, lead to a 
over the years in large measure are due to the decrease in the number of non-meritorious 
skill and ingenuity displayed by the plaintiffs' claims filed in the courts. It would do so, 
trial bar. The very fact that some believe there however, at the cost of choking off access to the 
is a liability insurance crisis is itself testament courts for many meritorious claims. As early as 
to the fact that the contingency fee arrangement 1940, a leading commentator on contingency 
is fulfilling its policy functions of making quality fees noted that the societal costs of denying 
legal services available on a widespread basis for meritorious claimants their day in court was too 
non-wealthy individuals. After aU, can anyone great to abandon the contingency fee system in 
argue that efective, affordable liability insur- order to eliminate a smaller number offrivolous 
ance is any more of a worthy goal than effective, claims: 
quality representation for all litigants? The contingent fee certainly increases the 

Attacks on the Contingency Fee possibility that vexatious and unfounded 
If the system, then, is fulfilling its function, suits will be brought. On the other hand, 

why is the contingency fee under attack? The it makes possible the enforcement of legiti-
reason for such attacks is not readily clear. The mate claims which otherwise would be 
attacks themselves are generally on supposed abandoned because of the poverty of the 
abuses of the contingency fee contract which are claimants. Of these two possibilities, the 
alleged to have contributed to the "liability social advantage seems clearly on the side 
insurance crisis". Elimination or severe restric- of the contingent fee. It may in fact be 
tion of contingency fees to correct these sup- added by way of reply to the first objection 
posed abuses, however, will not materially affect that vexatious and unfounded suits have 
the availability or aff'ordability of liability insur- been brought by men who could and did 

4 Case & Comment 
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",~" pay substantial attorneys' fees for that i ,:"',., ' purpose.' 
The df'ect of the contingency fee on frivolous 

suits is, ~ two-edged sword. Although claimants 
may be encouraged to bring such suits because 
of increased access to the courthouse. plaintiff's 
attomqs, whose compensation under the sys
tem is keyed to success. are systematically 
discouraged from bringing frivolous cases. An 
attorney who will be compensated only in the 
event of victory is much less likely than his 
hourly-paid rival to institute a suit he knows he 
is almost sure to lose. Plainti1f's attorneys who 
work Under the contingency fee system serve an 
important function as a screening mechanism 

defendant's attoriiiy,· :.r:!-f. R .j 
cessful plaintiff.· Such sanctions now existing 
are more than adequate to deal with the problem 
of abuse of the system and do not involve nearly 
the societal costs that elimination of the contin
gency fee system would involve. 

Risk Factor 

,.. to keep patently unjustiftable claims from reach-
""~o~!i- - ,7

c 
••• ,. iDI the courthouse.' . 

:;: ' .. " . Elimhtation of frivolo'us claims would also 
'hAve minimal e1fect on the availability and 
dordAbility of insurance rates. By definition, a 

. . lawsuit is not "frivolous" if it results in a 

A second charge leveled at the contingency 
fee system is that modern day tort practice has 
taken much of the risk out of the plaintiff's 
attorney's representation of his client, so that 
the contingency fee unjustly enriches the claim
ant's lawyer by compensating him. for a ~~p
posed "risk factor" which is not really there. 
This argument is, in essence, a contradictory 
argument to the first one about the proliferation 
of frivolous suits. It, by definition is a conces
sion·that virtually any suit is meritorious and 
non-frivolous under current tort rules. This 
arguPlent is tantamount to a concession that 
there is no such thing as a non-meritorious suit 
under present practice, a concession which 
virtually destroys the first attack made on the 
contingency fee system. 

--" ill 
~ 
~: 

, multi-million dollar verdict against the defend- ' 
ant. It is the large amounts of jury awards and 
settlements in meritorious cases that are being 
primarily blamed for the liability insurance 
crisis by the proponents of tort reforms. Frivo
lous suits result in either a small amount of 
attorneys' fees being expended to defeat the 
claim or a small amount paid as "nuisance 
value" to settle the case and avoid defense costs. 
!he e1fect of such added costs on the liability 
Insurance system is trivial and is not a major 
component in the liability insurance crisis. If it 
were, efforts would also be made by the tort 
reform movement to curb attorneys' fees on the 
~efense side, which are paid for directly by the 
msurance company and which are often al
though incurred under an hourly fee syste~, in 
excess of the value of the claim itself. Although 
"frivol':l~ suit" argument makes a good stalking 

,: ",.,,.,. hone, It IS not the root cause of the problems 
~.;, which the tort reformers seek to address. 

',. I : There are already in place a number of devices 
in state and federal legal practice to deal with 
.uch frivolous suits. Rules of procedure and 

... _; "', .tatutes which mete out tough sanctions for 
abuIez of discovery are proliferating throughout 
the ~untry.z So are statutes and rules which 
permit a court, upon finding that a suit has been 
brought frivolously or in bad faith, to assess the 

t M. Radin, Conting~ncy F~~s in California 28 Cal L 
Rev. S87, S98 (1940). ,. . 

2Sec, e.g., TEX. RULES OF CIY. PROC. 215, 

6 

The charge that "the risk is gone" from 
plaintUrs personal injury litigation is not sub
stantiated by the evidence. Statistics in many 
communities, including the one in which I 
practice, demonstrate that defendants still win 
a large percentage of the time and when 
plaintilfs do win the average recovery is still 
small. Defendants' rates of victory are particu
larly high in certain types of cases, such as 
medical malpractice. The risk of losing still is 
present in all cases except those of clear liability, 
and even in those situations there is a risk 
remaining of an adverse verdict on the issue of 
extent of damages. Further, even in cases of 
"clear" liability a defendant still has the right 
to vigorously contest the case and run up 
substantial legal expenses on both sides in order 
to wear down a plaintiff's settlement demand, 
To .ch~rge that plaintiff's attorneys are unjustly 
en~chlng themselves through the contingency 
fee In an age of almost universallay-down large 
v~rdicts is to make a charge that is not supported 
either by statistical evidence or by practical 
experience. 

Further, even if such a charge were true, 
elimination of such fees on the basis that there 

3 Sec. e.g .• FED. RULES OF CIY. PROC, 11; TEX. BUS. 
& COM. CODE Section 7.SO(o). 

Case & Comment 
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is no longer any risk in plainti1fs practice is 
singularly inappropriate as part of a legislative 
package which includes, generally, proposals 
designed almost exclusively to put the risk back 
in plaintift's practice. If the charge that the 
plaintiffs' bar is not earning its money were true, 
tort reform proposals in other areas (such as that 
proposed in Congress to shift products liability 
litigation ,back to a negligence standard) could 
take cafe of the problems without requiring 
interference with the contingent fee. The sup
posed problem therefore can be eliminated, to 
the extent that it exists, by other measures 
without incurring the societal costs of denial of 

I 
access tQ. the courts which are attendant upon 
elimination or draco~ reduction in the con
tingency· fee relationship. 

Since the contingent fee by definition is but 
a percentage of the total amount· paid to the 
plaintiff, modification of the percentages taken 
by the attorney from that total amount will not 
affect in any way the total claims dollars paid 
by the insurer, which· is the statistic which· 
ultimately leads the insurer to raise its premi
ums. To the extent that the contingency fee 
affects insurance rates at all, it does so indirectly 
by inducing the plaintiff and his attorney to seek 
larger amounts of money, To actually recover 
those larger amounts, however, the plaintiff 
must still receive the agreement either of a jury 
or, in the case of settlement, the defendant and 
its insurer. 

Unjust Enrichment 
The final major complaint made against the 

contingency fee system is related to the second. 
It is that the contingency fee unjustly enriches 
the lawyer at the expense of the injured client, 
This argument purports to say that "we want 
to decrease or eliminate contingency fees be
cause we want the plaintiff to be more adequate
ly compensated by his damage award", This 
argument is made in conjunction with other 
proposals which are designed to strip away or 
limit the plaintitrs right of recovery, A system 
which eliminates the contingency fees which a 
client has to pay on the one hand but severely 
restricts his recovery on the other is not likely 
to lead to a greater net recovery by that injured 
party, The concern for the injured party often 
expressed by proponents of the elimination of 
contingency fee therefore is but a mask for the 

8 

real purpose of this argument, which is to reduce 
total costs to the insurance carrier at the expense 
of the plaintift's attorney and his client 

The specious argument behind· a system of 
reduced damage recoveries and reduced contin
gency fees is that burdens on the defendant and 
his insurer can be relieved at the expense of the 
plaintitrs bar without altering one way or the 
other the net recovery to the plaintiff, The 
argument goes that the plaintiff is in the same 
position if he recovers $1.5 million and pays his 
attorney a $500,000 contingency fee than if he 
recovers only $1-.1 million but pays his attorney . 
only $100,000 as a contingency fee. The defend
ant in the second case has been substantially 
aided because he has had to pay less for his 
egregious conduct, and the orily pers9n harmed 
is the plaintiffs' attorney, 

Such an argument, of course, assumes that the 
plainti1f can get the same benefits by paying less· 
in attorneys' fees. Such an assumption is but a 

. restatement of the argument that "the risk is 
gone" in plaintiffs' practice, This argument also 
rests on the assumption that reduction or 
elimination in contingency fees will have no 
effect on the availability and competence ofIegat 
services availabl~ to the plaintiff, The assump
tion is that an injured plaintiff can obtain the 
same competent representation on a wide scale 
for five percent of a statutorily limited recovery 
(or for an hourly fee) than he can for one-third 
of an uncapped recovery, The economics of 
modem law practice make this assumption 
untenable. 

Even when chances of recovery are good, a 
plaintiff in a modem products liability or 
medical malpractice case may well have to 
absorb litigation costs and expenses unrelated 
to attorneys' fees which run up into the hun
dreds of thousands of dollars, The overwhelm
ing majority of personal injury plaintiffs cannot 
afford to absorb such costs, and very few lawyers 
are going to be willing to handle, and are 
actually ethically prohibited from handling, a 
case which requires such expenditures on a 
non-contingency basis. Even when drastically 
restricted contingency fees are available, attor
neys would hesitate in taking a case requiring 
substantial expenditures when the fees for han
dling the case are going to be minimal and 
dependent on success of the litigation and he 
might be exposing his client to :J. huge liability 
for expenses that client can't handle, 

(;,,,, & Comment 
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Attorneys who remain in the plaintiff arena 

will be less likely to do the proper preparation 
nec:essaly to obtain a large recovery for a client 
in an important tort case. The result of this will 
be· a' substantial reduction in the plaintiff's 
ability to recover, even on a meritorious claim. 
and in marty cases' will mean that person with 
meritorious claims will not even bring them to 
the courthouse because they lack the economic 
resour~ to litigate those claims to a conclusion. 

oii~ 'of the cruelest factors behind the pro
posed elimination of the contingency fee is that 
it will accentuate differences in wealth between 
the parties. An individual plaintift' who is 
injured in an automobile collision and attempts 
to sue General M·)tors starts out at a serious 
disa4vantage in terms of available financial, 

. ·Perianal. and technical resources. Current con
tingency fee systems enable a plaintift' to' over
come that disadvantage by allowing him to offer 
to an attorney who does have such resources 
sUfficient Compensation to encourage the attor.;. 
ney to loan those resources to the plaintiff for 
the duration of the suit. By eliminating contin
gency fees. a plaintiff of limited means is given 
no way to overcome this disparity in resources 
because he is in effect told that he can pay for 
attorney's representation only what he can 
atrord. Indeed, the proposals to eliminate the 
contingency fee would only increase the dispari
ty in resources between the plaiDtift' and General 
Motors, because the plaintiff is effectively being 
limited in what he can pay to this attorney while 
no such limits whatsoever are placed upon 
General Motors' payments for its defense costs. 

It may be contended that this type of analysis 
is unduly callous, a result of a business view of 
the law practice rather than a professional one, 
or the product of self interest. Such charges, 
however, may well depend upon whose ox is 
being gored. The plaintitrs' bar, just like the 
defense bar. the insurance industry, or the 
physicians. is entitled to protect its own eco
nomic survival, an economic survival that in the 
long run will also benefit the client through the 
increased availability of competent legal 
representation. 
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tort reform was necessary because of the crisis 
in the availability and atrordability of liability 
insurance, liability insurers have recoiled in 
horror when Florida, while passing such a tort 
reform bill, also rolled back liability insurance 
premiums by 40% as part of the same tort 
reform package. Such carriers have repeatedly 
denounced the roll back in their compensation 
as unconstitutional, have threatened to pull out 
of Florida entirely. and have published com, 
ments that they no longer view Florida as an 
attractive insurance market as they did prior to 

the rollback (presumably during the days of 
"liability crisis"). 4 

Those who decry the rights of the "poor 
injured plaintitrs" versus his attorney also have 
vestiges of self interest about those claims. The 
example of the Florida Tort Reform Act is 
instructive on this point. Having argued that 

4 The Waif Street Journa/, August I, 1986; The New York 
Times. June 10. 1986; "Florida Insurers Incensed at Rate 
Cuts" by Susan Postlewaite (UP I, June 23, 1986) . 
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JUDGMENT DEBTOR 
IN 

CALIFORNIA . 
California lawyer Will Enter 

and Enforce Sister State Judgment 
on Contingent or Hourly Fee Basis. 

Call or Write for Details. 

• ~ ow _ . 
propoSed. The' raJ' "w" ldeliyUlla\I~~" 

behind the attacks on the contingency 
the tort reform rubric has been an drort to· 
undermine those policies which the coatiDaenl 
fee system supports. .' • 

The attackers of the contingent ree""l!o lloLi 
want plainti1fs to have broad access to the 
courts. They do not want a widespread, cornpc- . 

. ,JAMES E. STRACHAN tent, financially solvent plainti1fs' bar. They do 
Attorney at Law not want plaintiffs to be in a position to .• 

401 Civic Center Drive West, Ste. 900 economically compete with defendants for the '" 
Santa Ana, CA. 92701 • 714-667-8240 best legal representation available. In short. .. 

Circle 24 on Reader Service Card under the guise of flXing the "problems" with j 
•• ___ "':':;":':':~"';;';';";;';;';;';:~;;"';"'_"";" ____ ...J "ihe contingency· fee- system", the opponents-·of 

- Defense attorneys and physicians might well that system really desire to overthrow those ,ij 
consider how selfless tL~ would be iflegislation r . h' h th tin t fi t ..;I 
were \~troduced to regUlate th~ir compensation :~~~ Wt~C SUP;,:.:nd g~hic~ i~y~:sm.:= .~ 

_from the tort~system. Veryfew defense firms in supporting forJhe -last century. By seeking to 1:
this country could afford to handle tort' or deny access to the courts and availability oflega! . 
insurance defense matters if they were statuto.ri:' services to all but the very' wealthy, such persons. - " 
ly limited in their compensation for handling' seek to solve the lia~ility insurance pro~lem by': 
such matters to a flat fee or an hourly rate which driving plaintiffs; including those with meritori- . ~ 
is approximately one-third of their current rates. ous claims, away from the courthouse door. 
Physicians might well consider their reaction if When claimants are required to foot the bill 
similar legislation were introduced restricting for their own litigation with no limits whatsoev
their fees. Reduction of defense costs and health er on the defendant's ability to run up the 
care costs would further make more economic expenses of litigation on the other side, such 
sense in relieving a "liability insurance crisis" plaintiffs are deprived of their ability to litigate. 
than elimination of the contingency fee, since The exclusionary nature of the proposed 
such costs are paid directly by the insurance abolition of contingent fees raises serious consti
carrier and are major contributing factors to the tutional questions under the federal and state 
escalation of premium payments in all types of constitutions, particularly those provisions 
insurance. 

Parties who criticize the plaintiffs' bar for 
their defense of the contingency fee are seeking, 
without any similar sacrifice on their own part, 
to make plaintiffs' attorneys (and through them 
their clients) bear the sole burden of a tort 
reform scheme. 

The cost of the proposed cure in terms of 
decreased a\'ailabiIity of competent counsel and 
decreased access to the courts are, in the face 
of these policy justifications, worse than the 
problems they are designed to remedy. 

This is particularly true when it is considered 
that no viable alternative exists to the contin
gency fee to assure adequacy of representation 
of injured plaintiffs. 

The Real Issue 
That leads to what is, in fact, the apparent real 

reason why restriction of contingency fees has 

10 

guaranteeing right of trial by jury, access to the 
courts, and equal protection of the laws. Beyond 
that, such a policy of wholesale exclusion of civil 
litigants on the basis of wealth seriously inter
feres with the ordinary civil rights of such a 
citizen and contravenes the rules of public 
fairness upon which the tort system, whatever 
its faults may be, has traditionally been based. 

Conclusion 
Proponents of tort reform have some legiti

mate concerns and certainly no one wants a 
world where liability insurance is unavailable or 
unaffordable. Such concerns need to be ad- :, 
dressed, although critics of the tort reform 
movement may rightly question whether a 
system which is designed to lead to more 
affordable insurance rates by regulating every-
one except the insurance industry is an appro
priate vehicle for addressing those concerns. 
Tort reform without insurance reform does not 
make sense. 1111 

Case & Comment 
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MEDICAL MALPRACTICE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 

\1 A. SUMMARY OF POS I T I ON - House Bi II 344 Ii 
The major concern of Montana physicians wi th respect to House Bi I I 344 

is that the legislature deal with the matter of the statute of I imitations 
for minors, by reducing the I imitation period. 

Current law provides for the statute of limitations of minors to 
after 19 years. Senate Bi I I 160 changes that to as much as 23 years. 
B i I I 344 prov i des for a shorter imi tat i on per i od for mi nors. 

B. POLICY REASONS FOR LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL 

The general objectives of the legislation are to: 

run 
House 

• Requiring the bringing of a lega"1 action on behalf of minors who are 
injured, while the evidence is still fresh; 

• Decreasing the necessity of 
because of uncertainty as to when 
minors of tender years, thus stabi 
affected professionals; 

large reserves by insurance companies, 
legal actions might be brought involving 
I izing the insurance rates for the 

C. SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE OF LINK WITH DOWNWARD IMPACT ON PREMIUMS 

One prerequisite to insurability is the ability to measure with 
certainty the time, place, and amount of harm. One basis of insura"ce is 
the theory that a combination and spreading of simi lar risks wi I I render 
the probable loss from the risks predictable. A rate of premium payments 
to cover the risks can then be determined. 

If a hazard cannot be calculated, a carrier must charge unusually high 
premiums to accumulate abundant reserves for guaran~eed protection. Such is 
the case with respect to injury to minors, where the length of time before 
the carrier knows whether its exposure is present can be upwards of 19 - 25 
years. 

This type of legislation - shortening the statute of I imitations for 
minors - has been shown to have a stabi I izing effect on prices and thus a 
reduction of the uncertainty with which actuaries must deal: 

"lk:t:t changes 
those whic'h 

in the statute of I imitatio"s, especially 
lim itt he time for sui t son be h a I f 0 f 

minors and other legally disabled persons, wi II have 
a significant stabi I izing effect on prices, since 
they wi II reduce the uncertainty wi th which actuaries 
must deal, and should therefore improve actuaries' 



predictions." 1977. Report Of The 
Medical Professional Liability. 

Assocation. pp. 58. note 55. 

Commission on 
1977 American Bar 

Other studies have shown a statistically-significant effect on pricing 
of insurance from reductions in the statute of I imitations. Adams. E. 
Kathleen and Zuckerman. Stephen. "Variation in the Growth and Incidence of 
Medical Malpractice Claims," Journal of Health Politics, Policy and Law, 
Vol. 9. No.3. Fall 1984. pp. 475-488. 

II D. CONSTITUTIONALITY OF LEGISLATION Ii 
A. LEGISLATION IN EFFECT. Twenty-one states have adopted special 

statute of 

Several 

imitation rules for minors. 

states have amended the i r 

minors are involved. 
statutes of I imitations 
typically by providing injury cases where 

statute appl ies to a m Ln 0 r up 0 n reachin~ a certain age. 

in medical 

that the 

In Indiana for example -- the statute of imitations for medical 
malpractice against physicians is 2 years. except that in the case of 
minors injured at birth. it extends to age eight. In Texas, the law allows 
minors under 12 until their 14th birthday to file. Louisiana and Utah 
provide that there is no special treatment for minors. so that minors are 

sub j e c t tot he sam est a t u tor y lim ita t ion per i 0 d a sap p lie 5 t 0 a d u Its . 

I 

I 

B. G ENE R A L CON S TIT UTI 0 N A LIT Y . S tat e s w hie h don 0 t vie w the c 0 mm 0 n I a w ~ 
action for negl igence as a "fundamental right" have considered statutes of 
I imitation and repose that bar minors' claims and have regularly found that 
such statutes do not offend guarantees of due process or equal prot~ction. 

See. e.g. Johns v WynneWOOd School Board of Education. 656 P.2d 248.249 
(Okl 1982); Lical'o v Krausnick. 663 P.2d 1066. 1068 (Colo. App. 1983) 

The states of Alabama. Indiana, and Utah have also upheld such 
imitations. 

The result is often different for states which have open court 
provisions. especially if a "strict scrutiny" analysis is applied. as was 
the case in Montana prior to the passage of Initiative 30. See: Barrio v 
San Manuel Div Hosp., Magma Copper. 692 P.2d 280 (Ariz. 1984)(a statute 

which requires minors injured when below the age of seven to a bring 
negligence action against a health care provider by the time she reaches 
the age of ten violates the fundamental constitutional right to bring a 
cause of action for negl igence.) 

Because of the passage of Initiative 30. the proposed version would 
pose even less of a constitutional problem than those states which bar 
minors' claims. 

Prepared by the Montana Medical Association. 
2021--11th Ave .• Helena. Montana 59601. G. Brian 
Zins. Executive Director. 406-443-4000. 
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THE HEALTH CARE CRISIS IN MONTANA: 

Montana Physicians Speak Out 

THE HARM TO THE MONTANA PUBLIC FROM A FAILURE TO ACT ON TORT REFORM 

January. 1987 

G. Brian Zins. Executive Director 
Montana Medical Association 
2021-11th Avenue 
Helena. Montana 59601 
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1. SUMMARY OF SURVEY RESULTS 

In December, 1985 the Montana Medical Association sent a written 
opinion survey to Montana physicians concerning their beliefs and feelings 
concerning the problems of the cost and availability of insurance. 1 

Because of large premium increases and the fear of unJustified 
lawsuits within the last few years, 82% of Montana physicians have taken 
actions in limiting their practices -- and other steps -- which have 
reduced the availability of medical services in Montana and otherwise 
altered the medical field. 

If premiums substantially increase over the next two or three years, 
92~ of Montana physicians intend to take further steps in the same 
direction: 

Montana Physician Opinion 

Specific Past And Future Alterations Of Practice 

Past Future 
Alteration Alteration 

Reduced Level of Insurance 
Cancel Insurance 
Referred More Cases 
Increased Fees 
Avoid high risk procedures 
Order extra lab tests, x-rays, 
or other diagnostic procedures 

Cease seeing emerg room patients 
Cease seeing first time patients 
Early retirement 
Move to larger community 
Other Methods Of Alteration 

6.1% 
2.5% 

40.2% 
41.9~ 

43.0" 

63.1" 
4.0% 
1.1% 
7.7" 
1.1" 

11.3" 

9.4% 
2.6% 

30.6% 
66.7~ 

43.8% 

41.5" I 

11. 4" 
3.3% 

24.1" 
5.0" 

12.9" 

Since that survey was taken, premiums have continued to escalate. 

1 The Association received responses from 726 of the 
active in the practice of medicine by the cutoff date 
survey results. 

1151 <63-) PhyaiCia~ 
for tabulation of the 
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February 9, 1987 

House Judiciary Committee 
Montana Legislature 

Re: House Bill 344 

ROGER TIPPY 
Attorney At Law 

BOX 543 
CAPITOL 1 CENTER 

208 N. ~ONTANA 
HELENA. ~ONTANA 59624 

14061442·4451 

Dear Chairman and Committee Members: 

On behalf of the Montana Dental Association and the over 450 dentists 
practicing in Montana, I support HB 344. Enactment of this revision 
to the medical malpractice statute of limitations should improve the 
tort law of Montana. By encouraging earlier filings of potential .-. 
claims, dentists can expect their' insurers to deal with a somewhat 
more predictable future. 

It has been observed that dental malpractice actions are often filed 
a number of years after the alleged negligent treatment. A reference 
work for plaintiffs' attorneys, Handling Dental Cases by Norman L. 
Shafler (1983), states that patients often wait a long period of time 
before contacting an attorney. Shafler gives several reasons, such 
as the patient's procrastination, the dentist's assurance that the 
patient will get used to a new appliance or treatment, or the refer
ral of the patient's complaint to a local peer review committee. 
(Shafler, op. cit., §3.40). 

Whatever the reasons, these delays in pursuing remedies contribute 
to a slow settlement of all the potential malpractice claims which 
can arise out of a year of dental practice. The table shows how in 
the fifth development year 19% of all asserted claims are paid out 
and not until the fifth year are half the asserted claims paid out. 
It takes 14 years to completely close out a development year -- in 
other words, the last claim for negligent dentistry practiced in 1986 
will be paid out in 2000. 

OENT:S7~' ~RO:ESS:~~!~ ~::S!L:7Y 
?AY-JUT ~A77o,N 

Oeve 1 oement 
Year 

Bt 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 
5th 
6th 
7th 
8tn 
9th 

lath 
11th 
12th 
13th 
1:2 

AS OF ACC:D::Ni YEAR 5/30/25 

Percent of 
Ultimate Paid Out 

1.0 
6.0 

11.0 
18.0 
19.0 
14.0 
11.0 
7.0 
7.0 
3.0 
1.0 
La 

.5 

.5 

l.0 
7.0 

18.J 
36.J 
55.0 
69.0 
80.0 
87.0 
94.0 
97.J 
98.0 
99.0 
99.5 

10C.O 

TOiAt. 100.0 lCJ.O 

The pedodontists, practitioners of children's dentistry, have an 
especially long tail on their potential liability under current law. 
A l~-year old who doesn't like his braces could conceivably wait 
unt~l the day he turns 23 and sue the dentist. HB 344 should re
store some balance in this area. 
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